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Abstract

The qualitative research study described in this thesis
f ocuses on the topic of teen fatherhood. The research r./as

exploratory in nature and was structured in accord.ance with the
following two research questions: a.) v'lhat, if âDy, are the conmon

themes and characteristics shared by teen fathers? b. ) what part,
if âny, does the teen father's concept of maleness pray in his
becoming a father? The study employed a purposeful sarnpling

technique leading to in depth interviews with seven teenage

fathers. All of the fathers in the sample were involved with their
children. The data vtas collected through one-time individual
interviews in which a semi-structured interview format vras

employed. All the interviews were tape recorded and then later
transcribed for analysis. A number of dif f erent top j-cs $rere

covered in the interview format so as to eticit a wide range of
responses from the fathers. some of these included: past and

present school and employment experiences, farnily make-up,

childhood and life influences, gender role definitions, dating and

sexual- relationships, and their involvement during their partner's
pregnancy. As well, the young men were asked to share their
feelings and experj-ences about being a teen father. Teen fathers
have largely been ignored in the teen pregnancy literature and

there is currently no statistical nethod for gathering accurate

numbers and related information about this population. This study

makes a beginning contribution to the absence of informatj-on by

providing important data on a sub-sample of fathers who remaj-n
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involved wíth their partners and their children. The young men

intervj-ewed in this study had all experienced major personal

changes, including the acceptance of more responsibility, a decline
in delinquent behaviours and a focus on future educational an¿

employment goals since becoming fathers. Not only vrere the seven

fathers all involved with their child, each was deeply committed to
their child's well-being. This finding contradicts the stereotype

which views teen fathers as uninvolved and indifferent about their
relationship with their child. The study r¡ras able to obtain
insights as to how these fathers defined the male role and from

where they had obtained these definitions- Other findings provi-de

ner¡r insights on the effect.iveness of sex education, the role of
social supports ín teen parenthood (fatherhood), and the need for
policy and practj-ce to better reflect the existence of the involved

father.
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Chapt,er One

Overvienr of Study

Ments issues have become an increasingly popuÌar topic in both

the world of research and literature. Through the i-nfluence of
pioneering works such as Robert B1y's (t-990) rron John, both rnen

and women have become more íntrigued with the ever-changing and

often difficult to define role of the man. When considering a
research topic for my thesis, men's roles vrere something that I was

interested in studying. rn attempting to specify my research study

I began to think of the role of fatherhood. Having been brought up

by a father who hras gentle, loving, and never quick to anger, I
noticed that I did not adopt many of the stereotypical male traits.
The role of fathers therefore was of interest to me, âs r began to
wonder what their role was in shaping the characterístics of a man.

How influentiat hras the father figure in determining the

characteristics of the maturing male? Vühat impact did the father
have on his children and more specifically his sons? In the midst

of my preliminary research, a friend mentioned a father type that
is rarely discussed, the teen father. The topic instantly caught

my attention, more specificall-y, how would a teen father role model

to his son? As a teenager, this young father would stil1 be

wrestling with his ov/n self-identity, coupled with myriad other

adolescent developmental issues. In considering this one step

further, f wondered of the difference between those teens that
became fathers and those that did not. Was this a choice, and

what, if âDyr role had theír fathers played in their becoming



fathers at this early age? And moving the idea further along,

began to wonder if the teen father's concept of [malenessrl

general cont,ributed to his becoming a father.

The Absence of Teen Father Inforrnati-on

As I began to examine the statistics of teen fathers, another

issue soon developed. I l^ras struck with the complete absence of

data on teen fathers. There vras an enormous amount of information

regarding the number of teen mothers, coupled with a plethora of

sources from which to obtain a greater understanding of the teen

mother population. Vühat the statistics revealed was that teen

pregnancy was definitely on the j-ncrease (Manitoba Department of

Health, Lgg4r' Manitoba Department of Farnily Services, L994; Mil1ar

& Vüadhera, 1,997). fn response to this increase in teen pregnancy,

programs have been set up for teen mothers in many facets of the

community that address issues from prevention to parenting classes.

lthat was obviously missing was any programming or reference to teen

fathers. lVhen I contacted Vital Statistics in Manitoba, the office

informed me that birth registries did not require the mother to

identify the father. Most often the teen mother would not have put

down the name, let alone the age of the father. Given this

limitation, there was no method of tracking the exact number of

teen fathers. In approaching other potential statistical resources

(i.e., Statistics Canada, Manitoba Health' Child and Youth

Secretariat) it became even clearer that the teen father vJas

someone that society had all but coinpletely forgotten. Although

4

I

in
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there were thousands of teen mothers that were being noticed,
written about, and programmed for, their partners appeared to be of
tittle concern (East, & Felice, J.996¡ Motemayor, 1986; pirog-Good.,

L995; Robinson, l-988). rn my attempt to manipurate the existing
teen mother data to obtain projected incidence rates for teen
fathers, r learned that a large number of the teen mothers,

partners v/ere adult males (East & Feri-ce , j.gg6; Jones & Battre,
L99o; Mil1ar & I,Iadhera, L997; Robinson, l-98g). Given this dynamic,

a direct comparison of teen mother numbers to teen father
population $/as inpossible. ft h¡as therefore, very difficult to
obtain an accurate account of the number of teen fathers that
existed, especially with the comprete absence of any formar

statistical resource.

A review of the existing l-iterature on teen fathers met with
simirar results. Àgain, much had been written about the teen
mother and teen pregnancy, yet rarely was there information about

the teen father (East & Felice, 1-996; Hanson, Morrison, & Ginsburg,

l-989; Jones & Battle, r99o¡ Joshi, i.99o; Montemayor, 1-986; pirog-
Good, L995; Robinson, 1-9gB; sonenstein, L9B6; Teti & Lamb, j-986).

There were virtual-Iy no canadian sources, and rerativery few

studies either in the United States or elsewhere. Therefore, I
decíded to focus my research on the phenomena of teen fatherhood.
My goal became to find out more about teen fathers by allowing them

to teII their story, and then attempting to describe this forgotten
figure in the teen pregnancy issue.
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Description of Research Study

This research study will concentrate on the teen father. The

study will be largely exploratory, for as mentioned, little is
known about the teen father. This absence of literature on the

topic only serves to perpetuate society's lack of understanding

regarding this population. Vüith an exploratory approach unexpected

issues and themes may develop thereby forming a clearer picture of
the teen father. It is hoped that ultimately the research wiÌl
create an opportunity for the teen father to tell his story, allow

hirn to define himself, and thereby provide us with a better
understanding of the teen father.

Chapter two contains a review of the l-iterature that currently
exists on the teen father. This review will focus on four specific
areas. The first area of focus will be on providing information on

the incidence rate of teen fathers. Although, statistics on the

number of teen fathers that exist are difficult to obtain, the

literature review t¡iIl report on those statistics that have been

tabulated. fn the second sectj-on of the chapter, the focus will be

on what the Iiterature has to report about the demographic

characteristics of the teen father. The final two areas of focus

wilt concentrate on adolescent male developmental issues and

possible antecedents of teen fatherhood. Through this literature
review a clearer picture of the teen father will be created, âs

weII as providing a better indication of the areas that need

further exploration.

Chapter three will outline the rnethodology that the study
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employed. As mentioned above, there is a definite lack of
information regarding the teen father, therefore, a more

descriptive exploratory approach was utirized. As a resurt the
research was based on a qualitative research approach. The teen

father r'/as the unit of anarysis in the study. A purposefur

sampling method was used with the sample size consisting of seven

teen fathers.

Data collection was achieved through the qualitative research

method of interviewing. fndividual teen fathers $¡ere interviewed
on a one-ti-me basis with a semi-structured interview format. The

semi-structured process was ernployed in order to ask specific
questions, Yet, al1ow each individual the freedom to tell their own

story. The teen fathers interviewed in this study were all
currently involved with their child and partner. Therefore, the

findings that vtere obtained describe a specific segrment of the teen

father population.

The subject of teen fatherhood remains largely unexplored and

therefore a limited understanding currently exists. Although the
study identified particular topics of interest, it was not linited
to these few issues. As with any inductive study the researcher

remained open to the ideas and themes that evolve through the data

collection process. with this kind of approach new insights $/ere

attained, thus, leading to a more comprete understanding of the
research topic.
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Strengths and Limitations of the Study

The research study that v/as undertaken does have its
limitations. The smarl sample size makes it impossible to
generalize the findings to the teen father population as a whole.

Although the issues of reliability and validity r¡rere addressed, as

with any qualitative study these measures are subject to criticism.
Using interviewing as a method of data collection brings into
question the role the interviewer as a completely objective
information gatherer" Many potential problerns exist such as

misinterpretation of interviewee responses, the interviewee feeling
uncomfortable with the method of questioning, and researcher bias
skewing the results.

The research design, hov/ever, arso offers some distinct
strengths in terms of obtaining more information about the teen

father. The semi--structured interview aIlows the teen father to
expand on his answers and bring up issues that may have been

stifled by a structured format or closed-ended questionnaire

rnethod. The individual interview also provides the interviewee
with a setting in which he can freely talk about his feelings
without fear of ridicule or embarrassment from others. Employing

a purposeful sampling procedure ensures that the sample will- be

rj-ch in the information that the researcher is trying to obtain.

Summary

The purpose of this research study is to achieve a greater

understanding of the teen father. By employing a qualitative
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research methodology f hope to generate new insights and create and

increased awareness of the teen father. The research is
exploratory in nature and designed so that the teen father is able

to tell his own individual story" Although the inforrnation that is
col-lected wiII be largely determined by the experiences the teen

father chooses to share, two questions will be of importance to
this research. Firstly, v¡hat, if ânyr are the conrmon themes and

characteristics shared by teen fathers? And secondly, what part,
if âñy, does the teen father's concept of maleness play in his
becoming a father?
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Chapter Two

Literature Review

Teen pregnancy has become a growing concern in both canada and
the united states. An enormous amount of ti-me and energy has gone
into researching the issue and creating effective programs and
resources to address the problem. of concern is the l_ack of
attention that this research and program planning has afforded to
the teen father. rndeed, a vast majority of the information
available on the topic of teen pregnancy pertains exclusively to
the teen mother. This literature review will focus sorely on the
teen father. rt begins by attenpting to obtain past and current
incidence rates of teen fathers. The next sect,ion of the review
looks at the specific demographics that define the teen father
popuration. The fol-lowing two sections focus on adolescent mal-e

developmental issues and possible antecedents teen fatherhood. The
chapter concludes with a summary of the literature and its specific
relevance to this study.

Statistics/fncidence Rate

the literature on teen pregnancy has received a great deal of
attention in recent years. This i-s due largeJ-y to the ever
increasing rates of teen pregnancy found throughout canada and in
the uníted states. statistics on the incidence rate of teen
pregnancies have also gained greater exposure as the issue of teen

growing social and economic concern.

the statist.ics gathered tend to concentrate

pregnancy becomes

Unfortunately, most

a

of
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solely on the teen mother. Àny material about teen parents almost

exclusively focuses on the mother. It is not until recently that,

researchers and the helping profession have gone further than

merely acknowledging the other teen parent, the teen father.
Reasons for the father being ignored are varied, however, one

of the more noteworthy explanations comes from Judith L. Rosie-

Battle (1-9eo):

The attitude toward adolescent fathers is really not much
dífferent from the attitude of society toward fathers in
general. Historically, the role of the father has been down-
played. The psychological and developmental needs of the child
have been delegated as a responsíbitity and obligation of the
mother. The father has not been viewed as a parent, he has
only been perceived as a spouse/partner for the mother of the
chil-d. To state the matter bluntly, except for his financial
contribution, the father is a disposable parent. rn the case
of adolescent fathers, the financial contribution is lacking
or so minuscule that he indeed is a disposable parent in Lhe
eyes of society. (p.t29)

The Nationar Research council- (t987) states: ,Beyond. the

difficulties of obtaining data, hov/ever, the lack of research on

males reflects the fact that policy makers, services provJ-ders,

parents, and teenagers themselves have traditionally regarded

adolescent pregnancy and chirdbearing as a femare probrerntt (p.243).

The result of this attitude is that information and data

collection sources regarding births to teen parents have tended to
focus only on the femal-e. This issue is reflected in the following
statistics gathered in the United States:

Preval-ence of teenage fatherhood is high even though accurate
rates cannot be calculated due to reporting difficulties. For
example, of the approximately 3.7 million births in LggS,
500,100 birth certificates had no information on the father.
This is largely due to the fact that mothers are unmarried and
do not provided information regarding the father on the
infant's birth certificate. In spite of this probable



underreporting in j_985 , !O7,650 births (22births to teenage mothers) involved fathers
and under. (Joshi , 1-ggo I p.l-39)

1,2

percent of all
l-9 years of age

Robinson (1988) suggests another reason for the difficulty in
ascertaining how many teen fathers there are: rThe exact number of
teenage fathers is unknown because many mothers refuse to identify
the father and in the past his age has not been a statistic of
common interest" (p- 8) . wayne J. Millar and surinder lrladhera
(1997 ) in their study of canadian teenage bi-rths found that the age
of the father was more J-ike1y to be missing in births involving
teenagers- Their statistics indicated that with ÌÁ/omen aged Ls-L7,
the age of the father was not reported on 422 of births, and among

r¡/omen 1-8-1-9 the figure was 30å. The figure goes down subsLantially
for women aged 20-24 where the percentage of non-recorded ages vras

l4Z. Furthermore, their study found that the marital status of the
mother also affects the l-ikel-ihood of the age of the father being
reported. Arnong married \^/omen aged L5-49 age of the father was not
reported on i-å of births, as compared to 24? among single women and

l9Z amongi women v¡ho were separated.

Researctr concerning teen fathers has also often been skewed

since data that has been presented has often come through
inferential sources of infornation. Robinson (i_9gg) writes:

The najority of data on teenage fathers ironically have beeninferred fqon popurations tírat contain no teen fathers.Generari-zations regarding the adolescent fatherrscontraceptive knowledge, áttitudes toward pregnancy, andbehaviour in terms of pregnancy have been drawn frompract'icaIly every source exceþt th;t of the teenage fattrer:maternal interviews, adolescenL fathers subsurned witlin i;;;;tpopulation of older unmarried fathers, antecedent studiesconducted. on t_eenagers before they become fathers, andadolescent males who are not neèessarily teenage fathers.
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Sonenstein (1986) reports the foltowing about

st.atistics and research on adolescent fathers:
The most remarkable fact about the research literature on male
adolescent fertility behaviour is that there is so little of
it cornpared to the literature on femal-e fertility. Although
teenage pregnancy and childbearing is recognized as a pressing
social problem and considerable research hãs been conducted oñ
the fertility behaviour of teenage girrs, the male role inthis process has not received much research attention. Even
basic descri-ptive data are missing. There are few reliabte
national data on rates of sexual activity or contraceptive
utilization among adolescent males, nor on the incidenóe of
pregnancies an births attributabte to them. (p.32)

In terms of United States statistics, Sonenstein (l-986) offers the
following:

For instance, although there were over hatf a mil-lion births
to females between the ages of 15 and 1-9 in 1-981 (National
centre f or HeaÌth stat j-stics INCHS ] , j-983 ) , it is notdefinitively known how many of these babies v/ere fathered by
teenagers. Largely as a result of the high incidence of out-
of-wedl-ock births, the age of the father is not listed on thebirth registration forms for almost one-third (32e") of these
births. As a result, the nation's vital statistics data
system, the major source of information about the incidence of
births to adolescent females, cannot generate comparable
inf ormation f or adol_escent ma1es. (p. 32 )

Some United States statistics that are available provide an

approxirnate figure of the number of teen fathers: I'In 1-981 there
were 1-29'336 babies born to fathers who r¡rere registered as under 2O

years of age and there T¡rere probably many more teenage fathers of
birth babies v¡hose fathers' ages v/ere not stated on the birth
registration formrr (Sonenstein, l-986 , p.32) .

Millar and wadhera's (L997) study on the male partners of
teenage mothers provides us with the only numbers for teen fathers
in Canada. Their findings are based on an analysis of all births
in Canada betr^¡een L992 and L994. The information was gathered by
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studying the data on births collected by the registries of vital
statistics in the 10 provinces and 2 territories" The main focus

of their research vras on adult mare partners, however some

information on teen fathers is also available. For instance they

report that in 1992-L994 teenage mothers accounted for 7l,gzL or 62

of alI births in Canada. Teenage fathers were associated with
L6'O73 or 1.5å of all births in Canada from t992-L994. As in the
studies above many of the registries rnrere missing information on

the age of the father; thus, the teen father statistics are likeIy
underreported.

In conducting my ov/n search into the current incidence rates
for teen fathers in Manitoba and Canada, f came across many of the

same obstacles discussed above. The Vital Stati-stics Branch

located in Í.Iinnipeg, Manitoba informed me that it would be

extremely difficutt for their office to generate accurate

statistics on teen fathers in Manitoba. This vras largely due to
the method in which the birth registration form has been set up, in
that it does not 1ega1ly require the mother to provide information
on the father of the child. I also received varied reports from

índividuals j-n the department, one of which stated that there was

no space in which to enter the age of the father. Another stated
that the informatj-on regarding the father provided by the mother

coul-d not be IegaIly used in the birth registry without the consent

of the father. The greatest obstacle I found, sirnilar to the

documented cases reported above, was that information concerning

the teen father was left blank on a large percentage of the teen
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birth registries.
Statistics Canada r¡ras also unable to generate any kind of

accurate information. An agency representative stated. that their
most reliable figure wourd be obtained by focusing on the age of
the rrHeads of Householdsrr. This number, hor,ùever, would have

definite flaws in that it would not take into consideration the
many teen fathers that nay sti11 be living with their own families.
fn using this method of data collection the total number would only
be representative of the teen fathers that are actually living with
their partners. As weII, it is arso often economically
advantageous for single mothers not to report the presence of a

male or father in the household, because by doing so they risk a

decrease in their rnonthly incorne if dependent on the welfare
system. Like all of the other statistical- generating bodies, when

it came to birth parents the focus was on the mother onIy.
Searches at the Manitoba Health Department met with simiLar

results. Again, most statistics on rrad.olescent pregnancyrf focused

sole1y on the female parent. Given the inaccuracy of inferring
statistics about teen fathers from teen mother incidence rates it
is difficult to generate any kind of accurate numbers in terms of
the incidence rate of teen fathers. Past studies have shown that
a high number of the teen motherst partners are adult males (East

& Fierce, L996; Jones & Battl-e l-990; National Research councir,
1-987; Robinson, l-988; sonenstein, i-986) . East and Fierce (l-996)

report that: rrFrom data that are avairabre, it appears that ress

2oZ of the partners are teenagers themselves, 2oZ Eo 35? were 20 to
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2t years of âge, and 452 to 602 are 21- years or olderil (p.1OJ-).

To reiterate, this is only from data that has been reported, and as

noted earlier many teen fathers go unreported. rn a data set
collected by the National Centre of Health Statistics (United

States) in L994, the age of fathers was rnissing on 422 of birth
certificates of babies born to teen mothers (East & Fierce, ]-996).

Millar and lrlandhera (L997 ) also found that a large number of
Canadian teenage mothers had adult partners. In their analysis of
all registered births in Canada frorn 1992-L994 they found that in
births to vromen aged L5-]-7, s4z invorved partners 20 years or
older. Furthermore t 78eo of births to teen females at the median

age of L7 involved mal-es aged i-9-30 and beyond.

In searching for accurate statistics on the incidence rates
of teen fathers it became clear that no such statistics exist. As

the literature points out time and time again, there has been very

tittle attention given to the teen father. This was agaj-n

extremely evident when approaching the various statistj-cal
organizations. Each had a great amount of information regarding

teen pregnancy, however, it pertained excrusiveì-y to the teen

mother. The methods of recording births also are set up so that
information about the birth father is often not provj-ded or

insufficient. Changes need to be made in the recording of births
so that the age and the name of the father appear on the birth
certificate. The omission of this information will continue to
hide the undoubtedly great number of teen fathers who are in need

of some direction and support.
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Demographics

The lack of accurately recorded incidence rates data naturally
affects information available about teen fathers. Vüithout reliable
statistics regarding the number of teen fathers it is impossible to
make sound conclusions about the general characteristics of this
population. As the previous sectj-on states, ra/e only have access to
a very small percenÈage of teen fathers. Therefore, to make

generalizations about the demographic make-up from this small

proportion would be inaccurate. To further complicate matters,

those studies that do exist are rife with research difficulties.
Some of the difficulties described include: descriptive studies

ernploying small sampÌe sizes, Iack of comparison groups, non-

randomized designs, and unrepresentative sampling (East & Fierce,

L996; Hanson, Morrison & Ginsburg, 1-989; Lerman & Ooms, L993¡

Piorg-Good, l-995; Robinson, 1-988; Sonenstein, l-986). Given these

linitations any inferences in regards to the demographic make-up of

teen fathers should be viewed cautiously.

In regards to this study, ro demographic information is
available on the teen father population in Canada. Any references

in this paper, made to the demographic nature of teen fathers are

taken exclusively from data acquired from the United States.

Again, this speaks to the lack of comprehensive Canadian data.

In spite of these difficulties, in reviewing the literature

and the findings from the various studies concerning teen fathers,

some consistent themes do begin to emerg:e. Àlthough authors and

researchers ag'ree that teen fathers are a heterogeneous group (East
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& Fierce, L996; Jones & Battre, L990ì pirog-Good, l_995; Robinson,
1988; sonenstein, 1-986) some characteristics may put a teen mal-e at
greater risk of becoming a parent.

one of the most predominant demographi-c correlates of teen
fatherhood is belonging to a low income farnily. rn her analysis of
the National- Longitudinal survey of Labour Market Experiences-youth
Cohort INLSY], Maureen Pirog-Good (l-995) found that: rln j-979 and

L987, teen fathers hrere approximately twice as likely to live in
househol-ds below the poverty threshordrr (p.359). The NLSY was a
nationally representative survey done on males aged from L4 to 2L

years. The survey was conducted over a ten year period (1,979-L9g9)

to study the labour market experiences of young males. Arthough
the focus T¡/as on labour, Pirog-Good noted there was substantial
information regardì-ng fertirity rates available. of the 6,4o3
males invorved with the NSLy, pirog-Good was able to glean a sample

size of 650 teen fathers. one timitation of her research however

was the over-representation of Blacks, Hispanics, and poor ¡{hites.
This characteristic woul-d undoubtedly bias her findings towards a

higher number of teen fathers coming from low socio-economic
backgrounds.

Robinson (l-9BB) also reported that: rAlthough teen pregnancy

is a national problem affecting all races and a1l socioeconomic
groups, statistics indicate that low-income and minority teens have

the highest ratesrr (p.g). Using nationally representative data
from a research project in j-960, project TALENT, card & lrlise (as

cited in Hanson, Morrison, & Ginsburg, :--ggg) arso found that at age
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15, boys who later became teen fathers came from households with a

low socioeconomic status. In her review of the literature Freya

Sonenstein ( 1-986) also conf irrned that one of the prevalent

correlates of teens becoming parents hras a low-income status. One

possible explanation for these higher incidence rates in low

socioeconomic households is that these teen parents may be unable

to afford abortion services. I,üith this option unavailable to them

a higher number of teens will choose to keep the baby, subsequentì-y

increasing the number of teen fathers.
A research project in the United States called The Teen Father

Collaboration was designed to obtain more comprehensive information

about the teenage father population (Klinrnan, Sander, Rosen, &

Longo, L986). This project collected data frorn eight different
agencies who provided servj-ces to teen fathers. The agencies were

locat.ed in California, Connecticut, Kentucky, Minnesota (z

agencies), New York, Oregon and Pennsylvania. The diversity of

these locations provides one of the more well-rounded information

sources regarding the characteristics of teen fathers. Data was

collected by adninistering background information forms to all- new

clients, conducting initial interviews to establish a baseline data

concerning present circumstances (i.e., future goals, chitd-care
knowledge, etc. ), keeping ongoing 1og records, mapping out progress

made by client, and finaIly, having ongoing interviews with each of

the fathers. In reviewing the statistics collected by these

agencies in L984 | 245 teen fathers and fathers-to-be made contact

with one of the eight agencies. The Collaboration reported that
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there !ìtas a marked diversity in the ethnic and religious background

of the participants. Twenty-three percent were White, 332 Black,
282 Hispanic, Bz American rndians and sz Asian (Klinman, sand.er,

Rosen, & Longo, i-996). rn terms of religious background most

considered themselves to be either Protestant (3gZ) or Catholic
(38å). Fifteen percent stated they had no religious affil-iation
and the remaining 7eo reporting they belonged to one of a wide range
of sects.

The majority of the young men (67e") v¡ere not enroled in any

educational program when first rnaking contact with the
collaboration. rrMany had dropped out becauser âs they reported,
they r¡/ere bored, did not rike schoor, or needed a jobrr (Klinman,

Sander, Rosen & Longo , J,gg6, p. 1,67) . The employment status of
these young men üras also particularly bleak. At the time of
contact two out of every three v/ere unemployed and half of those
that reported having employment worked half-tirne.

It should be noted that the research design of the Teen Father
Collaboration may be susceptible to certain bias. For example, the
sample pertains only to teen fathers that chose to use the services
provided by the agency. This choice in itself is a defining
characteristic of the sample size in that they have decided to stay
v¡ith and support their partner and child. Teens making this kind
of commitment may share common traits, different than those who do

not. This brings into question the generalizability of the study.
These findings from the collaboration research can only be viewed

as descriptive of that specific population.
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The Collaboration's statistics regarding the high number of
participants that were not enroled in an educational program would

be consistent with v¡hat the literature says about the education

levels of teen fathers. Robinson (1988) states that in his study

done in 1-982 with a sample size of 26 teen fathers rrmost of them

described grades in school as average, many reported making D's and

F'srr (p.10) . Of the 26 young men, 13 had a grade l_O or less
education, 4 had completed grade 11, and the remaining g had

finished high schoor. Robinson,s study however, rike many

pertaining to teen fathers, has a very small sample size, and.

consists of non-random sample selection. In their review of the
literature on teen fathers Patricia East and Marianne Felice (1996)

concluded that based on prior studies there was definite evidence

that young fathers had deficits in basic academic skiIls. Sandra

Hanson, Donna Morrison and AIan L. Ginsburg (1989) did a comparison

study of l-48 teen fathers and 3 t9L3 teens who did not father a

child. The sample r¡ras taken from a nationally representative
survey' the High School and Beyond Survey [HSB] which collected
information on high school students beginning in L9go, with follow-
up studies in 1-982 and L984. From this information Hanson,

Morrison and Ginsburg gleaned a specific teen father population for
the purposes of their comparison study. Given the small- number of
teen fathers (l-48) used as the comparison group, one must again

interpret the findings as suggestive as opposed to definitive.
!{hen performing a bivariate analysis on the two groups regarding
education it was found that teen fathers were: less Iikely to be
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attending private schools, more likely to have discipline problems,

have lower grade point averages and lower math and reading scores.

However, when performing a multivariate analysis an interesting
discovery v/as made. Only one of the school variables (discipline
problems) had a significant influence on teens becoming fathers"
ItYoung rnen with discipline problems increase their chances of early
fatherÍng by 46 per centrr (p. 592). The authors therefore state
that the other education problems listed in the bivariate analysis

are to be considered as risks as opposed to strong causal factors
for teens becoming fathers.

The type of farnily make-up and background also appears to be

an influencing characteristic for teen fathers. For instance,

Pirog-Good (1-995) studied various family background variables

associated with teen fathers. She reports that parents of teen

fathers completed significantly fewer years of education than those

of non-fathers, and fathers of teen fathers also h/ere l-ess likel-y
to hold professional positions and were more likely to be employed

as labourers. Teen fathers came from households with more siblings
and these siblJ-ngs were also less educated than those from non-

fathers. Farnily instability was also more prevalent for teen

fathers:

Only 45.52 of teen fathers lived with both parents until the
age of eighteen, in contrast to 69.32 of other young men.
This result is by far the most pronounced among l.lhites, where
46.92 lived with both parents until the age of eighteen
compared to 7I.32 of white males who del_ayed parenting.
(p.364)

Hanson, Morrison, and Ginsburg (1-989) report that rryoung men who

report that they were fathers are almost twice as likely to come
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from single parent families (21 percent vs. i-3 per cent) than h¡ere

young men who reported that they did not father a child', (p.590).
sonenstein (L986) reports that adolescents who come from single
parent households are more likely to initiate sex at an earlier age

then those that come from two parent homes.

Adolescent Male Developmental fssues
The period of adol-escence is filled with major changes and

adjustments as chirdren begin to map out their path towards
adulthood. Dependence on their parents and family, whj_ch only a

short time a9o r¡ras acceptable and taken for granted, nov/ feel-s
uncomfortable. Peers with whom they interact at school, the media,
and society at large dictate a shift toward J-ndependence and being
an individual. complete reliance on parent opinions and directives
is v¡eakened as external forces begin to inf l-uence bel-ief s and

attitudes. This time is arso marked by physical changes that
create countless questions about their bodies and insecurities
about their ov/n normalcy. Arnidst this shift to independence,

change, and questioning, the adolescent acquires his/her first
adult characteristic, the ability to procreate, to produce another
human life. At the very tj-me they begin this part of the journey
towards adulthood, identity, cognitive, and emotional deveLoprnent

are still in maturation. And yet, they are sexualry adul_t. They

possess no other adult identityr. they cannot vote, they are not
granted a driverts J-icense, they cannot tegally consume alcohol, or
quit school, YeE they have the ability to produce another life.
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This is a very adult characteristic. It is also a major

responsibitity for a young person who wants desperately to be

independent from parents, a young person who desperately wants to
etch out an identity, in short, ta/ho wants to be seen as an adult.

As teens struggle with attempting to obtain independence and

establish identity, where do they begin? Where do they receive the

direction or indication of how they should act or be?

Specifically, what do teen males see as their role in the world and

how does this effect teen fatherhood issues? Douglas Teti and

Michael Lamb (l-986) look at sex-ro1e learning as an extremely

influential factor in the formation of teen males' images of what

it means to be a man. These images in large part dictate who they

are, will be, and what they believe are the expectations that
society has of them.

Teti and Lamb (1986) point out that children develop a sense

of gender and make generalizations about male and femal-e roles as

young as 2 to 3 years o1d. Inleinraub, Clemens, Sockloff , Ethridge,

Gracely, and Myers (1-984) (as cited in Teti, & Lamb, 1986) al-so

demonstrated that children as young as 26 months reliably knew

their own gender and showed preference to sex-appropriate toys and

shor¿ an a$¡areness of sex-ro1e stereotypes. Of importance for the

purposes of this study is how these rol-es and stereotypes effect
the behaviour and choices of teen males. More specifically, what

part do they play in teen fatherhood? Teti and Lamb (l-986) focus

on how sex-role learning effects teen males' adjustment to

fatherhood. They refer to the social-learning theory as key in how
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roles are formed. social-learning theory stresses environmental
reinforcements, punishments and modelling as the h/ays in which we

Iearn sex-typed behaviours. This is how gender identity is forrned.
By watchj-ng parents, older siblings, peers, rnedia and other models
children learn about their own gender and the behaviours
appropriate for them. Behaviours are learned through the
reinforcement of sex-appropriate behaviours and the punishment of
those that are judged inappropriate.

ttRole theory is a science concerned with the study of
behaviours that are characteristic of persons within contexts and
with various processes that presumably produce, exprain, or are
affected by those behaviours'r (Biddle, L979, p.4). This theory
states that human behaviour is largely dictated through the acting
out of specific societal role expectations. Bruce Biddle (Lg7g)
states a good example of role theory can be witnessed in the
initial social_Ízation of children:

characteristic rores are performed in the famiry by fathers,mothers, older sibrings and even newborn infanËs. - rn tine,the infant l-earns rolg behaviours that are d.eemed appropriatefor his or her life. He or she learns these through-ã vãrietyof means, through rore pTaying (that is, by praêtising thåroles he or she sees 
. 
perrõrmáa by .otheis) 

-.r,a rore târcing(that is, by internalizing expectãtions that are enunciatedfor hirn 9r hef by others). Thã chitd, thus, develops a serf-concept that i^s cgrnposed of (among other things) a set of roleexpectations for hirn or herseff ãs he or she- assumes varíousidentities and enters different contexts. (p.Z).
As in their early chj-ldhood, adolescents attenpting to take on the
roles of adults are influenced by the role models in their lives.
fn the past male roÌe models have tended to rely heavily on the
macho image. In this íinage sexual conquests are often seen as
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sYmbolic of being a rrtrue manrr. Young men grov¡ing up in this kind
of envj-ronment come to view sexuar activity as a $¡ay of proving
their manhood (Teti & Lamb, t9B6¡ sonenstein, 1986; Robinson,

1988). As wel-I, the patriarchal attitude that accompanies this
mentality often engenders a sense of entitlement in the young rnale.

That is, he feels that he is entitled to having a sexual-

relationship with a female as she is often viewed as a sex object
and not a person. With this kind of attitude the teen male may be

involved in many different sexual encounters and become

increasingly involved in high risk sexual behaviour. This would in
turn increase the likelihood of teen preginancy, and according to
this construct the young male would have initiated the sexual
contact.

Teti and Lamb (l-986) point out that many boys have a difficult
time with identity formation due to the Lack of a male role-rnodel
within the home. The authors state that traditionally the father
has assumed the role of material provider for the family which in
turn has made hin less accessible within the home. The mother

therefore has usually been the dorninate gender figure in childrenrs
early developrnent. fn large part, young boys learn about maleness

from the opposite-sex parent, while girls learn of the feminine

role through direct experience/interaction with their mother.

Through this developmentar experience young boys often tend to
identify more strongly wÍth the mother than with father. The

references made here to the tttraditional role of the fatherrr rel-ate

to a time when the father was the sole financiaÌ provider for the
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farnily. over time, especially in the rast couple of decades, this
traditional rol-e has experienced some significant changes. Today,
many, if not the majority of households rely on both the male and

female to provide financially. In many families the female has

become the family's primary breadwinner. Although positive in many

respects, for many men this has further blurred what it means to be

male. Ronald Levant (1997) writes that over the past 2s years
ü/omen have Learned to l-ive with the ma jor changes in the
construction of their gender rol-e. They have moved from the sole
emphasis on domestic family duties to incorporating the demands of
their ovrn careers, as welr. Men, however, have had more difficurty
integrating their own changes. Although there has been an increase
in men/s openness to rel-ationships and greater participation in
emotional and domestic areas, many still cling to the traditj-ona1
definition of what it means to be maIe. Levant writes the
folrowing of the effect this dichotomy has had on male rol_e

identity:

These nel/. pressures--pressure to commit to relat.ionships, tocommunicate one's innermost feelings, to nurture childrän, t"share housework, to integrate sexuality with l_ove, an¿ curbaggression and violence-- have shaken tiaditional mâsculinityideology to such an extent there is nov/ a frmascul-inity
crjsisrr, in.which 1any feel bewildered and confused, and thäpride associated with being a man is lower than at any tine inrecent past. (p. 442)

rn the traditional family model described by Teti and Lamb the lack
of a male role model $/as the resul_t of the father not being
accessible due to work commitments. It would appear that those
households which today do not subscribe to this traditional model

may sti1l lack a strong male presence due to what Levant calls the
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rrmasculinity crisis". For, although, with the aforernentioned

changes men have become more accessible within the home, many of
them are questioning their role as a father in the family and what

it means to be a man. This in turn has further contributed to the

lack of a clear male rol-e model- within the home, for many young

boys.

Teti and Lamb (l-986) also point out that boys are often
punished more harshly for cross-sex behaviour and are encouraged

more than girls to avoid such behaviours. This can create within
boys, less flexibility, stereotyping and de-valuation of the femal-e

role and anxiety about their roles as ma1es. Although drawn from

a different era, the following quote from R. E. Hartley in 1959 (as

cited in Teti, & Lamb, 1986) stirl captures the turmoil and

confusion young boys seeking their mare identity may often feer:
practically a perfect cornbination for inducing anxiety--the
demand that the chird do something which is not clearry
defined to him, based on reasons he cannot possibry
appreciate, and enforced by threats, punishments, añd angei
by those who are close to him. fndeed, a great many boys dogive evidence of anxiety centred in the whole area of sex-
connected rore behaviours, an anxiety which frequently
expresses itself in overstraining to be masculine, in virtual
panic at being caught doing anything traditionally defined as
feminine This kind of overreaction is reminiscent of the
quality of all strong emotion precipitated in }ife before
judgement and control have had a chance to devetop. (p.22)

Young men therefore may come to rely on male stereotypes as a

means of defining their gender identity. Their anxiety over

appearing or being rrfemininerr often causes them to adopt roles
which leave no doubt about their masculinity. Sonenstein (i-996)

describes how young males often adhere to the sex scripts that
society has for males and females. For instance, boys are
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socialized to rrseek sexual- contact, to evaluate each female as a
potential sexual partner, to initiate sexual intercourse whenever

possible and to assume that conception and its prevention are for
the female to v/orry aboutrr (p 3g). Females however are taught
that: rrlove is a prerequisite for sexual intercourse and that they
should control how far the male goesr' (p.39). That these sex

scripts are learned at a young age is witnessed in !,lestern Opinion

Research's (L997) interview with L2 young mares ages 11-l_4. when

discussing the topic of sexual intercourse as a group the following
was noted:

It seems that these boys think they are supposed to have sex
but they are not realry sure nhy. There !r/as no talk of
enjoyment or the emotional aspect of sex. It just seemed that
sex is something that they are supposed to be talking about
and trying to do. (p. 11)

Sonenstein (l-986) reports on the differences in motivations
for the first sexual experience of intercourse among males and

females. Sonenstein quotes a study in done in LTTS in which L6

and L7 year olds were interviewed concerning their sexual

activities. Ma1es v/ere like1y to report that ttmy sexual desirerl
Ì¡/as an important reason for their having sex, whereas females r¡/ere

more likery to statettmy partnerts d.esiret and tdeep strong

feelings/love for partnerrr as their motivation. Different
reactions to the first intercourse v¡ere also noted in that males

usually felt proud and experienced, were as females r¡/ere frequentty
worrj-ed about pregnancy. rn the sample from above 34>o of the

females stated that they regretted their first sexual experience

cornpared to 1"82 of maLes.
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Teti and Lamb (l-986) state that male stereotypes are

especially rigid during adolescence. The adolescent male wiÈh an

j-ncomprete picture of mareness looks to his peers !,rho, like him,

struggre with the concept of what it means to be mare. peers

become the focal point of identity formation as acceptance from

them becomes monumental to rnaintain self-esteem and belonging. The

stereotypical male rrmachorr personar [ây therefore be exaggerated by

male teens as their vehicl-e for peer acceptance. With each male so

desperatery wanting to be seen as mascurine, teens rely on this
exaggerated perception of what it is to be a man. This in turn can

often lead to at risk sexual behaviour.

Developmentally, teens are also more at risk to pregnancy

because of their faulty thinking which Robinson (i-gge) refers to as

rrthe personal fablerr. This mind-set is characterized by the belief
that states that ItIt can never happen to merr. Teenagers often view

themselves as invj-ncible or immortal or that |tnothing bad can ever

happen to merr. with this kind of thinking comes risk-taking
behaviour in which teens witl partake in activities that leave them

wulnerable to some serious consequences. Jeffery Applegate (1999)

concurs, pointing out that a contributing factor to this kind of
risk-taking behaviour is the incornplete cognitive development of
teens. Applegate states that formal operational thinking is
usually not consolidated until late adolescence, and that prior to
this teens have difficulty making tsound and morar judgements,

planning for tomorrow and anticipating the consequences of their
actionsrt (p.208). These dynamics, coupled with tendency for teen
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males to exhibit independence and maleness through sexually active
behaviour, leave many at risk to becoming teen fathers (Applegate,

r_988 ) .

Robinson (1-988) reports that teens are also more at risk to
pregnancy due to the episodic or unplanned nature of their sexual

encounters. Given this unpredictable nature of sexual activity,
contraceptive provision is hardly ever made in advance. Robinson

quotes a study done by Bertrand Landry (l-986) in which 86å of the
teens interviewed knew about contraceptives, 752 knew where to get
them, however only 1-6e" of teens who became pregnant reported using
contraceptives at the time they became pregnant. Sonenstein (t-9g6)

also reports that the most common reason cited by teenagers for not

using contraceptÍon at the tirne of their first intercourse v/as that
it was unpl-anned.

Antecedents of Teen Fatherhood

The l-iterature suggests that the broader environment within
which a young male grov/s up can be a factor in teen fathering. For

instance Robinson (l-988) states that teen pregnancy is more common

today because of the increase of more liberal-ized social attitudes
towards the issue. I^Iith these more forgiving attitudes teens are

less inclined to take contraceptives. Robinson al-so states that
youth are constantly being bombarded with sexuality through

advertising, music, movies and television. The media portrays sex

as romantic and exciting and usually fails to show the consequences

of irresponsibte sexuar behaviour. This portrayal of sex as
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enticing and without consequence further confuses the teen in terms
of their own sexual activity"

As stated earlier, much of the literature points out that tow

socio-economic status is often a major correrate of teen
fatherhood. A review of the literature indicates that teen males

coming from a low socio-economic background are more likely to
become teen fathers (pirog-Good, 1995 r- Hanson, Morrison, &

Ginsburg, L9B9; Robinson, 19gB; sonenstein, l-986). sandra Hanson,

Donna Morrison & Alan Ginsburg (l-989) state that the reason for
this is teens who come from poor homes often feel that
opportunities in life are enormously limited for them. They

therefore may believe that the risks invol-ved in early sexual
activity have fewer negative consequences. This pessimistic
attitude regarding the future increases the risk of teen pregnancy.

For not only do these teen boys have unplanned opportunities for
sex, their fatal-istic view of the future gives them less reason to
abstain from sexual intercourse. Robinson (l-9BB) writes that teen
males that come from low socio-economic backgrounds may have littl-e
hope in the future in regards to educaLion or career occupation.
These males may be at greater risk of becoming teenage fathers due

in part to the belief that parenting is the one area in which they
can succeed. Having failed at everything el-se that society tells
them is important, and believing they wirt never attain higher
education or career advancements, they may atternpt to achieve

success in the area of fatherhood. In a l-986 report the Childrenrs
Defense Fund (as cit.ed in Robinson, L}BB) concurred with this
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theory as they issued the following staternent regarding both male

and female teens:

In a nation v¡here one's worth is judged prirnarily in three
areas---school, work, and fanily--jit is riot surprlsing that
teenagers who cannot find a way to succeed in the first two
areas find no reason to delay resorting to the third" For
many teens who find that other options are finited or
nonexistent, parenthood is filling a painful void. (p.ø)

Family background and make-up appear also to be contributing
environmental factors in teen fatherhood. In addition to factors
such as low socio-economic status and lower educational levels,
other fanily characteristics also appear to be contribute to
greater likelihood of teen fatherhood. Hanson, Morrison, and

Ginsburg (1-989) state that the quality of the parent-child tie is
an important component in teen pregnancy. They point out that
teens with concerned, affectionate parents who are able to
effectively communicate their feelings and values are less likely
than their peers, to become involved in risk-taking activities.
The researchers go on to say parents who closel-y monitor and

censure the children's activities are also more 1ikely to
discourage both the opportunity for, and inclination to, sexual

risk-taking behaviours. Robinson (l-988) points out that certain
attitudes and behaviours in regard to sexual activity are passed

on from parents to their children, in what he terms: rrthe

generation recidivism hypothesis" (p. 7). This theory states that
the tendency to bear children out of wedlock runs in farnilies due

to the permissive beliefs and attitudes passed on from one

generation to the next. Robinson quotes studies in which it was

found that farnilies and friends of teenage fathers had perrnissive
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attitudes about premarital sex and pregnancy and that their parents

responded favourably to the announcement of the pregnancy. Further
data also indicated that teenage fathers came from a farnily
environment where teen pregnancy tras common as well as an accepted

part of culture.
Another possible factor is that some teens may choose to have

a baby. lvestern opinion Research rnc. (i,997 ) asked a focus group

of 36 teens why they felt that some teens would consider 'rhaving a

baby on purposert. The 36 teens r¡¡ere broken down into 3 groups of
L2 with the sex and age ranges of each group being: males, lL-L4
years o1d; females I irl-1,4 years old and the third group consisted

of mal-es l-5-1-8 years old. The female group, provided answers such

as: rrwanted to keep her boyfriend, wanted to rive by herself, gave

her someone to care for and love and someone to rove herr (p.g).
The male group l-l--l-4 felt some of the possible reasons would be:
ttdid not want to be alone, wanted to start a ner¡¡ life, wanted to
see what it was like" (p. B-9). The i-5-18 year old males stated
the following: rrwanted love and wanted to be loved, wanted to feel
more responsibletr (p.g). Of the responses provided one consistent
theme emerged, that of wanting to be loved or not wanting to be

aIone. one explanation for this may be that teens at risk of
becoming parents are in situations where they feel ronely or
unloved. Having a baby rnay be seen as a way to combat this feeJ-ing

of loneriness as wel-l- as providing the opportunity to give and

receive love.

Related to this idea of l-oneliness and wanting to be loved is
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the leveI of self-esteem of teen fathers. rn her study of teen
boys Maureen Pirog-Good (1995) found the following regarding self-
esteem levels:

rnterestingly in 1980, rrhen some young men who had already
becorne teen fathers, the lowest self -esteem scores r,vere found
among males who were currentÌy childless but who eventualty
became teen fathers. rn comparison to this group, young men
who had already become teen fathers had significantly higher
esteern. This finding is consistent with the suggestiòns that
disadvantaged youths many use adolescent parenting as a step
toward higher self-value" (p.369)

Self-esteem is a developmental issue for any adolescent. For

those teens who are having difficulty being accepted into a peer

group and are unable to recognize their own abilities and Èalents,
having a baby may be a perceived way of feering better about

themselves. Adolescents may beLieve that being a parent will give

them a greater sense of self-worth and also give them an unique

identity among their peers. This belief, coupled with i-ncomplete

morar, cognitive, and emotional deveroprnent may resurt in the
deci-sion to have a baby. Ironically it is this exact decision that
could further compromise the adolescent,s evolving identity
formation.

Summary

The issue of teen pregnancy continues to be a growing problem

in both Canada and the United States. Research regarding the
subject has tended to focus solely on the teen mother and largely
ignore the teen father. Historically, the teen father has been

viewed as a person who witl- not be able to contribute anything to
the raising of the child. Thus, teen pregnancy has come to be
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largely defined as a female issue. This is especially evident when

considering the lack of statistical information that is available
on teen fathers. In conductinçt a literature review on the subject
it became clear that there is no comprehensive method. for
determining the teen father population. This is largely due to the

fact that birth registries have been set up in such a v/ay that
providing information regarding fathers is not required and

therefore often not given. Missing information is the most

prevalent on birth registries involving adolescent single r/omen,

the partners of most teen fathers. This phenomena makes it very

diffÍcult to determine the exact teen father population. The lack
of a concise, clear method in which to gather statistical
information on the teen father is an indication of how society has

viewed him as of minirnal- irnportance on the issue of teen pregnancy.

fn reviewing the literature on teen fathers that does exist,
it became evident that much of the research that has been done on

the population has been beset with difficulties. For instance,
there is a lack of comparison studies, and a high number of non-

randomized designs and unrepresentative sampling. Data on teen

fathers has also often been gathered from poputations that contain
no teen fathers. For instance, information has at times been

obtained from the female partners of teen fathers, ot the young

adult father population.

Some common themes regarding teen fathers did appear sornewhat

consistently in the studies that hrere reviewed. For instance,

coming from a low socio-economic background seemed to be a common
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characteristic of teen males who had become fathers. However, as

noted, this may be largeì-y due to the popuration that was sampled
j-n the studies. Many of the studies tended to obtain their samples

from groups of people that r^rere more disadvantaged than the general

population, thereby skewing the results. Low education attainment

r,tas another characteristic that appeared frequently in the
research. As weI1, family background and make-up !,rere seen as

j-mportant factors in the teen father literature. Teen fathers r,rere

more likely to come from larger families where education attainment
was often lower for both the parents and siblings. rt was also
noted that the fathers of teen fathers vrere more likely to be

employed as labourers as opposed to holding professional positions.
Attitudes and beliefs concerning sexual- activity h¡ere also
extremely irnportant factors involving teen fathering. For example,

Robinson (1-988) referred to rrgeneration recidivism hypothesis"
which states that the tendency to bear out of wedlock children is
due to permissive bel-iefs passed on from one generation to the
next.

The literature also points out that adolescents are at a

developmental stage where their cognitive and emotional abilities
are stj-I1 at a fairly immature level. During this same tine period

the issue of dating and opposite-sex relationships become an

inportant part of their identity formation. With the constant

bombardment of sex on television, in movies and the print media,

the pressures to become involved in sexually active behaviour

becomes increasingly difficult to resist for adolescents. With
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only a weak sense of self and immature moral and cognitive
development the teen becomes vulnerable to peer and societal
messages which promote sexualJ-y active behaviours. The teen male

may therefore become involved with this risk-taking behaviour
r,¡ithout a clear understanding of all its possible consequences.

The literature also points out that boys may have a difficutt
time with identity formation due to the lack of a solid male role-
model within their lives. Traditionally, the father was 1argely
out of the home and therefore unavailable to the child. Coupled

with this' over the past two decades the definition of mal-eness has

been undergoing some major changes (Levant , LggT). Many men are
struggling with what it means to be male in an ag'e where women are
gaining acceptance and recognition in environments that were once

mal-e-dominated. New role expectatj-ons are required which were, in
the past, thought to be largely ferninine. For the male child this
may serve to further confuse an already blurred image of maleness.

with this lack of male identity and direction many teens adhere to
societal male stereotypes which rely heavily on the rrmachorr image,

where sexual conquests are one of the defining features of what it
means to be a man. Many boys are grohring up with a major deficit
in their understanding of what it means to be a man. They are
therefore i11-equipped to enter the developmental stage of
adolescence in which independence and an identity separate from
parents is paramount. This is the stage in which acceptance and

belonging to the peer group becomes the rnajor criteria in defining
sel-f-esteem and sel-f-worth. Male teens who are without clear
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direction of r¡¡hat it means to be a man, rook to each other for
direction and identity. In the vacuum that has been created they
tend to rel-y on stereotypes of maleness they find in the media.
This, as the literature points out, is especially true in the early
stages of adolescence. rt is therefore important for teen males to
have a firrn understanding of what it means to be male given to them
by someone other than their peers and the media. They need
meaningful male-role models if they are to accept and believe that
there is more to being male than the rmacho, image.

It is this author's opinion that these developmental j-ssues

are of importance in addressing the subject of teen fatherhood.
For, although the teen male is still in many vrays developmentally
immature, he has the ability to perform a very adult act. He has
the ability to create another human life. More emphasis must be
placed on addressing the developmental questions of identity facing
teen males so that they become better equipped in rnaking informed
choices regarding their sexuar activity. rdentity and peer
acceptance, and their relation to teen fatherhood needs additional
research. Further exploration is needed in regards to the issue of
maleness and how it relates to teen fatherhood. Are teen mal-es at
a l-oss as to what it means to be mal-e? Do they therefore adhere to
traditional stereo-types which promote sexuar promiscuity? Are
some becoming fathers in order to achieve what they see as the
ultirnate sign of rnascurinity? For it is as we began to exprore and

define some of these issues that v¡e may be able to obtain a better
understanding of why some teen males become fathers.
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Chapter Three

Met'hodology

Teen pregnancy rates have been steadity on the rise over the
past number of decades. An enormous amount of tiine and energy has

gone into researching the issue and creating effective programs and

resources to address the problem. In reviewing the literature on

teen pregnancy it becomes clear that the focus is usually solely on

the teen mother (Applegate, i-9Bg; Nationar Research council, 1983;

Battre-Rosie, 1-990; Robinson, 19gB; sonenstein, 19g6). A forgotten
figure in this field has been the teen father. As a result little
is known about the number of teen fathers, who they are, why they
become teen fathers and other teenagers do not, and most

importantly, what would be the best method of intervention in
addressing the issue of teen pregnancy from a teen father
perspective?

This study was interested in gathering descriptive information
on the teen father. By focusing sole1y on the teen mother we are

looking at only half of the teen pregnancy problern. The teen

father is obviously a rnajor part of the equation and if we are to
address the issue comprehensively, we need to know more about hin.
As very littIe is known about teen fathers it was my intention to
gather accurate information about them and. create greaLer aqrareness

about the subject. For decades the teen father has been of little
concern for those researching the issue of teen pregnancy. rn the
past few years this is slowry beginning to change. However, many

questi-ons still go unanswered and little is being done about this
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omission in the research.

This study of the teen father employed a basic research
rationale which attempts |tto contribute to fundamental knowl-edge

and theoryrr (Patton , ]-990, p.150) . Through this approach the sÈudy

attempted to provide a greater understanding of, and g:enerate new

insights regarding, teen fatherhood. The research was exploratory
in nature and designed so that the teen father could tell his
individual story, thereby allowing possible new themes and insights
to develop. The study v/as also specifically interested in studying
the relationship between teen fathers and their definition of
maleness.

Theoretical Framework

As cited in the previous chapter: rRore theory is a science
concerned with the study of behaviours that are characteristic of
persons within contexts and with various processes that presumably

produce, explain, or are affected by those behavj-oursr' (Bidd1e,

L979, p.4). This theory states that human behaviour is largely
dictated through the acting out of specific societal role
expectations. During early child development stage children learn
and practice role behaviours by watching and imitating the adults
around them. rn so doing, children begin to develop a sense of
self, that is, in large part, made up of the rore expectations in
their imrnediate environment/s (Biddle , 1,g7g) .

As in early childhood, adolescents attempting to take on the
roles of adults are infl-uenced by the role model-s in their lives.
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Traditionally the male role has been one of po$/er, dominance, and

one in which the man does not share emotional thoughts or feelings.
Along with these attributes, traditional male role models often
tend to rely heavily on the rrmacho imagerr in which sexual conguests

are seen as the true measure of manhood. This traditional rnale

macho image is of particurar interest in the study of teen
fatherhood. Adorescent males growing up with this type of role
expectation may be more sexually active in order to prove their
manhood. ft follows that, these increased levels of sexual
activity put these teens at greater risk to become fathers.

Another, related issue revoJ-ving around teen mare role
development is the lack of a definite male role model. According
to Ronal-d Levant (J-997), with an increasingry large percentage of
households becoming dual-income the male role of nbreadwinnerr is
becoming extinct.. Levant reports that for a long time maleness has

been defined in terms of being the person in the household who is
the material provider. Father hras the one who earned the money

and, given his time spent out of the home (whiIe at work) , hras more

emotionally disconnected than the stay-at-home mother. over the
past few decades more and more v/omen are entering the work force
and an increasing number of them are the major income earners in
the fanily. I^Iith this l-oss of the provider role comes a confusion

of what maleness is and what the manrs role is in the farnily. rf
he is not the breadwinner, the male may be forced to become more

emotionally involved. This is again something that the male figure
has traditionally had difficulty with: that is, expressing and
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irnparting emotions. The theory postulates that given this lack of
a clear male role definition, teen males may revert to oId

stereotypes in which the roles are more expticitly defined (i.e,
rrmacho imagett). This in turn may create increased sexual activity,
thereby increasing the chances of teen pregnancy.

This research study is exploratory in nature and is therefore
is attenpting to generate ne$¡ insights and create a better
understanding of teen fatherhood. A limited amount of information
exists on the subject and as a result little is known about the

teen father population. The guiding question in attaining a better
understanding of the teen father will be: What are some of the

common characteristics that teen fathers share? This research will
also attempt to discover how relevant role theory is to the teen

father phenomena. More specifically, what if âily, part does the

teen father's concept of mareness play in their becoming teen

fathers?

Research Design

A long-standing debate exists between the two basic research

method desj-gns, qualitative and quantitative. The two are vastly
different and some researchers would attest that they, indeed

subscribe to two completely different paradigms (Magurie, 1,987).

Patricia Magurie (1-987) states that quantitatj-ve research is
associated with empirical-analytical inquiry which focuses on

generating technical knowledge in the form of laws and theories to
explain social behaviours. Michael Patton (1-990) describes
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quantitative research as rooted in scientific inquiry where the
research is highly controlred and exacting (patton, l_990).

sanpling is done in a random method so the sample that is being
studied is more Iikely to be representative of the whole
population. Quantitative inquiry researches large giroups of people

in order to obtain an accurate picture from which to make

generalizable conclusions.

Quaritative research is the foundation of symbolic,
hermeneutic, or cul-tural inquiry which looks at how human

interactions influence the rules governing social 1ife (Magurie,

l-989) - QualitatÍve inquiry l-ooks at the subjective sj-de of the
research. that is, it will sacrifice some objectivity,
generalizability, and scientific accuracy to obtain a deeper level
of understanding on each individuar case (patton, a99o).

Qualitative research usually consists of in-depth interviews or
participant-observer studies in which the researcher immerses

hin/herserf in the curture of the peopre he/she is studying. rt is
not as concerned with numbers as is it is with understanding the
specific circumstances revolving around each case (Tutty, Rothery,
& Grinnerr Jr, l-996) . Tndeed, the research findings are rargely
presented in words as opposed to the numerical information reported
by quantitative study. eualitative research is also often
descriptive in nature. That is, it will terl a story and report on

a smal1 number of people. The basic purpose of quaritative
research is to describe a specific population- and present
inforrnation as to how the sample is different than the larger
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population. rt telts us what sets one group apart and why this is
so. Often, it ís the forerunner to other studies as it wil1 lay
the groundwork for more specific (often quantitative) inquiry.

This study was based on a qualitative research paradigm. This

is in part due to the lack of information on the teen fathers. As

such, more ground level- information needs to be obtained. As

mentioned above, it is very difficult to obtain a rarge sample of
teen fathers. In an atternpt to find out the number of existing
teen fathers this study discovered that there were no accurate

sources for this information. The prirnary source of infornation,
birth registries, are not designed to consistently detait this kind
of data. It is therefore difficul-t to generate a large sample size
and find out the basic demographics of the population. The lack of
information regarding the number of teen fathers that exist would

seem to indicate that society has largely ignored this population
and deemed them of l-ittle significance. Statistics are usually
collected on issues or populations that have a high profile and are

believed to have major j-rnpact on society as a whole. eualitative
research is at times used to create av/areness of a specific social
phenomena, which in turn raises questions and generates further
study of the issue (cook & Reichardt, LgTg; sherman & Reid , !gg4,

Patton, 1990). À major goal of this research project was to create
a greater awareness of the teen father population. rt is hoped

that through this people will begin to ask more questions about

this missing piece of the teen pregnancy equation. rf the teen

father's story can be told on a personal leve1 and the reasons as
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to why they become teen fathers is made cl_earer, people may take
note and begin to realize their importance.

Qualitative research uses words and narrative to report, its
findings. It takes smaII, purposeful samples and studies them in
great detail. It asks questions that will teII the story of the
sample population, so that others can better understand them.

Given the Ìeve1 of understanding that presently exists regarding
teen fathers' more descriptive research is needed so that people

become more aware of thern. With this greater av/areness, interest
grov/s, new questions are asked and further research is generated.

As nore information is collected we begin to get a clearer picture
of the larger issue, in this case teen pregnancy. rt is for the
purpose of creating more knowledge and av/areness that this research
was done. A' qualitative research approach was therefore ernployed

in order to present a detailed account of the teen father story.

Sarnpling Issues

The research design was based on qualitative methods using an

in depth open-ended interview format. rt was descriptive in
nature, with the intent of generating nev/ information about the
teen father population.

Michael Patton (1990) states that many of the decisions made

regarding research design depend on the studyrs unit of analysis.
David and Chava Nachmias (1-987) define units of analysis as: rfthe

entities to which our concepts pertain and which influence
subsequent research design, data collection, and data analysis
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decisionsrr (p. 525). The unit of analysis in this research design

will consist of individual teen fathers. Given the lack of

research involving teen fathers, especially in Canada, the main

intent of the study r¡ras to ultimately alLow each teen father to

teIl his o$tn individual story. It r,ras hoped that as each teen

father shared his views, opinions, and story, a clearer picture of

the teen father would come into focus.

One of the glaring differences between quantitative and

qualitative research is the issue of sample selection.

Quantitative methods rely on large sample sizes which usually

employ a random selection process. Random assignment provides for
a sample that is of one population; thus it enables one to
generalize from the sample to the larger population. Qual-itative

samples are rel-atively small and often consist of purposeful sample

selection. rrThe logic and power of purposeful sampling lies in
selecting information-rich cases for study in depth" (Patton, t99O,

p.169) . Purposeful sampling was therefore seen as an effective
technique in atternpting to generate more specific information and

understanding of the teen father. In using this sarnpling process

cases were selected that offered the greatest insight and

understanding of the issue of teen fatherhood. The sarnple design

consisted of a homogeneous sample, made up entirely of teen

fathers. fnformation was gathered by interviewing each member of

the sarnple on an individual basis. The interviewing format will be

discussed in greater detail in the next section of this paper.

The sample for the study proved to be quite difficul-t to
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obtain and required a lot of planning and networking with both

individuals and organizations" In total seven teen fathers hrere

interviewed, coming from a diverse mixture of programs and/or

i-ndividual referrals. The original plan was to interview members

of a teen father group (8-i-o members) that was run out of a loca1

high school in conjunction with a Child and Family Service agency.

The plan had been devised as the result of several conversations

with a teacher at the school who was interested in this study and

believed some of the young men woul-d be willing to participate.
After a number of phone calls and a meeting with school personnel

I came to learn that none of the teen fathers wished to be

interviewed. One of the contact people, the facilitator of the
group, stated that he had, on two separate occasions, presented the

nature of my study and the opportunity for the teen fathers in the
group to share their story. Both times all of the group members

stated that they did not wish to take part in the study. Fairing
this I talked to the coordinator of the infant lab at the same

school and asked if any of the teen fathers who participated in the

lab would be willing to be interviewed. She stated that there was

a good possibility of three or four young men who may interested.
Two of the teen fathers agreed to meet r¿ith me to discuss the

research in greater detail and subsequently, both consented to the

interview. Of the two only one of them participated as the other

faí1ed to show for the interview due to extenuating personal

issues. In the next two weeks atternpts lrrere made to re-establish
contact with him, however, these proved to be unsuccessful- as he
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had stopped attending school and moved from his place of residence.

The other six intervievtees were obtained from a number of
different agencies or specific individuals. Three of them came

from a private social service agency, which runs a variety of
different programs. These three teen fathers vrere involved ín a

vocational program offered by the agency. The three other young

fathers t/ere referred respectively from: a down-town youth drop-in
centre, a Child and Farnily Services agency, and through a personal

acquaintance whose friend's foster son $/as a teen father.
The sample size was established according to the availabitity

of teen fathers that v/ere willing to be interviewed. During the

intervie\¡/ process attempted were made to add to the sample size by

employing a snowball sampling technique. That is, during the

interview I woul-d ask the participant if he knew of any other teen

fathers that woul-d like to be interviewed. This technique did not

prove successful as all the asked participants stated their friends
would not be willing to participate. Other subsequent contacts

that were made involved the following: hiqh schools with infant
labs, parenting programs, Child and Farnily Service agencies, and

private soci-al- service agencies. The decision to restrict the

sampJ-e size to seven r¡/as largely determined by the fact that the

last five interviews all- consisted of eighteen to nineteen year

oId, involved, teen fathers. Due to the similarities in these

referrals a saturation process had taken place and as a result
little nevt information r¡ras being generated through these

i-nterviews.
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The teen father population is, as shown, difficult to access

and obtain information from. Patton (i-990) states that it. is
difficult if not impossibl-e to determine what is the right sample

size. He provides iltustrations of research where great
contributions and discoveries were made with sample sizes of one to
two subjects. Patton writes: rrThe varidity, meaningfulness, and

insights generated from qualitative inquiry have more to do with
information-richness of the cases serected and the

observational/anal-ytical- capabilities of the researcher than with
sample sizerr (p 185). The sample that was obtained for this study

was relatively smarr, however, it was rich in information and

ultirnately provided a greater understanding of a specific segment

of the teen father population.

Data Collection
The method of data collection for this research study

consisted of qualitative interviewing. Michael patton (t-990)

states that rrwe interview people to find out from them those things

v/e cannot directly observerr (p. 278). An interview uncovers issues

that only the interviewee can confirm or deny and provides a

greater insight into people's feelings, thoughts, and intentions.
The interviewee becomes the expert, providing information reqarding

issues that are specific to his/her individual experiences.

There are three central interview styles in qualitative
research: i. ) the structured interviev/: 'guestions are formulated

prior to interview, with a fairly strict format and agenda; ii.)
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unstructured: the interview format begins with a general question
and more specific questions are asked pertaining t,o the response;
and iii. ) semi-structured: format is a combination of structured
and unstructured (Tutty, Rothery, & Grinnerr, tgg6). For the
purposes of this research a semi-structured interview format was

enployed. This kind of interview style made it possible to focus
on specific themes and questions, yet, it was flexibre enough to
probe for greater insight into personal experiences and opinions.
By employing this kind of strategy it was hoped that the research
would have a greater potential of uncovering thernes and subsequent

insights into teen fatherhood.

Individual interviews provided a good forum to obtain rich
descriptive information about a topic that has had very 1itt1e
research attention. WhiIe questÍonnaires are useful for explorÍng
specifi-c themes, the information that is obtained is confined to
the parameters of the question. rnterviews altow the interviewer
to probe for greater cl-arity and pick-up on details that may have

otherwise been missed (Glesne, & peshki_n Lggz). Therefore, by

enploying interviews as the main form of data collection it vras

possible to obtain a more in depth picture of the teen father.
rn order to test the effectiveness of the interview format I

conducted one pilot intervi-ew. This initial interview all-owed me

to note any phrasing or wording of interview questions that might
need altering in order to obtain a higher quality of responses.

After reviewing the interview format with the respondent, studying
the tape-recording, and meeting with my advisor, a few alterations
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$/ere made to improve the finar guide (see Appendix A). These
alterations included: a change in the ordering of questions in the
Teen Fatherhood section, and using more concrete wordj-ng in the
questions regarding gender role defination. As mentioned earlier,
the questions hrere designed to elicit both general and specific
information with the goal being to facilitate a conducive
environment for the teen father to freely tetl his individual
story.

central to any research study is the issue of inforrned
consent- Participants in the intervier¡J were presented with aIl the
inforrnation concerning the purpose of the research, the procedures
involved, and given every assurance that their confidentiality and
anonYmity would be protected. Given that some of the participants
$/ere minors, r needed to obtain consent from their tegal guardians.
The guardians, therefore, needed to be informed of the research and
subsequently a letter of research expranation !,ras designed. A

sampre of the consent form can be found in Appendix B, and a copy
of the letter of research explanation in Appendix c.

Reliability and Validity fssues
The reliability and validity of qualitative studies have often

come up for debate among researchers. eualitative research has
been labell-ed as relatively weak in these areas when compared to
the objective, statistically based, approach of quantitative study
(Patton, L99o; Krefting, i-99i_; Kierhofner,, LgBz). Laura Krefting
(l-991-) argues that there are sound assessment tools that are
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available to the qualitative researcher that address Lhese issues.
She specifically refers to Egon G. Guba's (i-9Bi-) model of assessing
the trustworthiness of qualitative research. fn his model Guba

provJ-des sound assessment techniques which look at validity,
reliability and the issue of researcher bias.

Egon G- Guba (L98l-) states that the issue of validity can be

assessed in qualitative inquiry by testing the rtruth valuer of the
researcher's findings. Truth value is the test to see if the
researcher has established sufficient confidence in the truth of
his findings. The criteria involved in testing truth value are:
i. ) establishing whether the researcher has spent suffi-cient time
with his/her subjects and degree of familiarity between researcher
and subject, ii. ) reflexivj-ty, which is the process of the
researcher continualty checking his/her or^/n bias during the
research process' iii.) member checking or asking the subjects to
verify the information that you have gathered is correct and

accurate, and iv. ) using peers to evaruate your work. r employed

steps two, three, and four in the interviewing process. As Guba

suggests I documented my work to check for any personal bias that
night have been skewing the results. I also verified ny findings
with the teen fathers I interviewed to ensure the information that
they shared had been interpreted correctly. The only rnodification
that was made occurred in step four, v/here r asked my advisor to
evaluate my work as opposed to peers.

Reliability can be checked by what Guba (t_g8j_) refers to as

the rrconsistency of researchr!, that is, ensuring that your findings
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are consistent throughout your study. one method of checking
consistency is to record and describe the exact procedures that the
researcher used in data gathering, analysís and interpretation.
This $¡as done through meetings with my advisor in which rre

discussed my research strategy to verify the findings. The

reliability of my findings was also checked through Guba's rcode-

recoderr rnethod and by using an external coding person (my advisor)
to ensure consistency during the analysis stage of the study.
These two coding tests will be presented and discussed in greater
detail in the next section of this chapter.

Guba/s model also addresses the difficulty of researcher bias
tainting the research findings, with the result being that they are
no longer solely the function of the informants. This can be

controlled for by an audit strategy. An audit strategy is a method

in which an external auditor checks and critiques the complete
history of the research study and looks for potential research
bias. This was achieved through regular meetings and consultations
with my advi-sor throughout the research process.

Data Analysis
The central- purpose of data analysis is the organizing of

information that is gathered during the data collectíon process
into categories and themes which address the original research
question (Tutty, Rothery, & Grinnell J}.., j-996). According to
these authors, there are two distinct methods which can be used in
qualitative data analysis. The first invol-ves looking at the rnajor
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themes and patterns in the data and then breaking them down into
smaller categories as distinctions occur. The second method takes

the opposite approach in that it identifies the different specific
or smaller themes in the data and then organizes those with similar
meanings into larger categories. After studying these two options

in more detail, I chose the second method of data analysis as I
believed it better suited my own personal analytical style of

thinking.

Having collected the information from the interviews, the

first step in analyzing the data v/as to convert audio recordings

into transcript forrn. Researchers seem to have varied opinions on

whether it is irnportant for the researcher to do it him/herself
(Tutty, Rothery, & Grinnell, 1-996). The general consensus is that
the researcher can become more familiar with the data by performing

the procedure themselves, however, one must weigh this benefit
against the amount of time one can donate to the task. Due to
various tirne constraints I chose to have someone else transcribe

the interviews for me. Two of the interviews were of poor sound

quality so I ended up transcribing these rnyself.

Michael Patton (L990) states that the most important detail to

remember in analyzíng the research data is to remain focused on the

original research question. He suggests reviewing the initial
steps in your research to clarify what you are looking for in the

mounds of data that has been amassed. Once this is done the

researcher must establish a clear method of analysis. As mentioned

above, f employed the method of locating recurring sma11 themes in
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the data and categorizíng thern in a rarger categories.
specifically, this was achieved by using the data analysis method

outlined by Tutty, Rothery, and Grinnell (1996).

The analyzíng of data began with the identification of meaning
units which Tutty, Rothery, and Grinnell (1996) describe as:
rrsegments of inf orrnation that are the buirding brocks of a

classification scheme. A unit can consist of a single word., a
partial or complete sentence, a paragraphr or more.rr fn the first,
phase of analysis, meaning units were identified in al_L of the
seven transcripts. I then went back to the initial transcript and

began the task of first level coding. This entairs placing the
meaning units into separate categories by assigning descriptive
codes to each of the units. Each individual code h¡as given a

separate labe1 and recorded into a code book. once alt the meaning
units in the first interview had been identified and categorized,
the same procedure hlas repeated with the remaini-ng transcripts.
Any neÏ¡t categories that emerged were subsequently 1abelled and

recorded in the code book.

When the first level coding had been completed, two separate
reliability checks v/ere used to ensure the accuracy of the
findings. The first consisted of Egon Guba/s ( j-981) ,rcode-recod.erl

method, in which I coded three complete transcripts, left them for
a coupì-e of weeks, and then re-coded them. The correlation rates
f or these three re-coded transcripts \,{ere: . 99 , .9r , and . 93 . ;
which indicate a "high degree of reliability. The second test of
reliability was an audit strategy, in which r asked rny advisor to
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code one of the transcripts, using the code book that r had

designed. once he had completed the coding he compared them to the
coded transcript that I had provided. This test for inter-rater
reriability produced a correration rate of .7g, which arthough
rower than the code-recode method j_s stirl a fairly strong
indicator of reliability.

After having tested for the reliability of the first leve1
coding, r went on to the next stag.e of analysis, second-revel_

codj-ng. This procedure involves reviewing the seven transcripts
and retrieving all of the meaning units that fit within the same

category. This was done through a rfcut and paster method using a

!{ord Perfect 5.1- computer word processing program. AI1 simitarly
categorized meaning units v/ere rrcutrr out of each transcript and

thenrrpasted¡tinto a separate document, under their identified
heading or code. As Tutty, Rothery, and Grinnerr (1,996) state:
rrThis process allows you to examine the units in the categories
away from any association with the person who originally stated the
idea.rr The completion of second-Ievel coding then made it possible
to start interpreting the data on a more abstract level as it had

be one-step further removed from the originar interviews.
The final step in the data analysis stage consisted of looking

for meaning and rel-ationships in the establ-ished categories. By

studying the meaning units within the various classifications
certain themes began to emerge and take shape. These themes then
became the basis of theory-building and the eventual reporting of
the study,s findings and conclusions.
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Limitations

Some of the general limitations associated with qualitative
methods vrere identified in the opening chapter. The specific
linitations of this study pertaining to sample characterist,ics and

the absence of triangulation are discussed here.

Firstly, given the small sample size, it is difficult to
generalize the findings to the larger teen father population. The

seven respondents represent a small part of this population; thus

the findings can be interpreted only at a descriptive IeveI. The

sample also consists only of involved fathers and therefore the

data ís describing a specific segment of the teen father
population. Another lirnitation of the sample is that four of the

seven respondents were nineteen years of age, one was eJ-ghteen, one

was seventeen and the younqest was fifteen years old. This is a

high concentration of respondents (five) who are older, and

therefore, possibly more mature. The maturation process may affect
their responses and as result the infornation may not be

representative of a younger teen father sample.

The second area of limitation relates to the absence of
triangulation. TriangulatÍon is used in quatitative research as a
means of validating the researchrs data. This is achieved by

employing a secondary source of information to confirm the primary

data that has been col-lected. This study did not employ a method

of triangulation, in that the infornation that was obtained came

only from the fathers that were interviewed. Due to this
linitation the possibility exists that the data that was col-lected
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it is told only from the respondents,

Summary

This chapter has provided an outline for methodology that was

used in this study's research on teen fathers. The majority of
studies involving teen pregnancy focus solely on the teen mother

and neglect the role of the teen father. This omission has

resulted in a lack of understanding about the teen father and

subsequently, virtually a complete disregard for researching the
issue of teen pregnancy from a teen father perspective. More

information is needed regarding the teen father. rf the teen
pregnancy research focuses only on the teen mother, wê are only
addressing a portion of the problem.

By employing a basic qualitative research approach this study
hoped to Itcontribute to the fundamental knowl-edge and theoryrl
(Patton, 1-990, p.9) of the teen father phenomena. More descriptive
studíes are needed in order to teII the personal stories of teen
fathers. As more information is amassed, greater awareness will be

created, which can, in turn, provide the groundwork for further
study, and perhaps nehr policy, programs, and services for this
population.
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Chapter Four

Research Findings

This chapter presents the findings obtained from the seven

interviews that vtere conducted. The chapter's sections 1argely
follow the interview format that L¡as used during the data
coLlection process, however, a few alterations have been made so as

to improve the flow of the information presented. Direct
quotations from the respondents are used in order to provide
explicit examples of the reported findings. euotations were taken
from each of the seven interviews with all of the respondents
represented in various sections of the chapter. Five of the
respondents v/ere, however, more effusive and detaited in their
replies; thus for the sake of clarity their responses vrere used the
most. Again the quotes vtere utilized in order to further
substantiate the findings presented in the text and at times one

quote is used to represent the views of a number of the
respondents.

Demographics

Seven teenagre f athers r¡¡ere interviewed. The ages of the boys
r¡/ere as folrows: one fifteen year oId, one seventeen year old, one

ei-ghteen year ord and four nineteen year olds. The sampre

included, five aboriginal young men and two caucasian young men,

one of the caucasian youths was of Ukraninan decent the other was

a Mennonite.

The majority of the respondent.s came from low socio-economic
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status famiries, with the exception of one where both of his
parents had been ernployed (father: 20 years/ mother: 1o years) for
a number of years at well paying jobs. Three respondents came from
farnilies where both parents did not have regular jobs, one were the
father $/as on welfare and the mother had been a janitor for 2s

years, and another where the father had seasonal employment and the
mother vtas on social assistance. The remaining respondent lived in
a foster home vtere both of the foster parents had secure full-time
jobs. This respondent did have periodic contact wiÈh his mother,
and he indicated she r¡/as unemployed. He had never met or had any

contact with his father and therefore had no information about his
fatherts socio-economic status.

Educational/Vocationat Experience

The seven respondents hrere asked questions regarding different
aspects of their educational and vocational experiences. of the
seven respondents six had dropped out of school. one of the
students had been out of schoor for three years, two for two years
and three had dropped out one year ago. The grade leveÌs of those
that had dropped out ranged from grade 9 to 1i-. The one respondent
that v/as currently in school- had been in his present school for one

and half years. This respondent reported that he had been expelled
from school seven times since September due to not meeting the
school's attendance requirements.

None of the seven respondents reported having a very positive
school experience. None of them had been involved in any extra-
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curricular activities in the school. Attendance probl-ems were a

conmon theme in the respondents school experience due to a Lack of
motivation (1), influences that had lured them away from school
(i.e., friends, partying, crime, alcohol, etc.) (3), problems with
the school administration (1), and academic difficulties (z). Only

one respondent spoke positively of school, however he stated that
his friends had enticed him at that tirne to skip classes and get
involved with other negative activities:

r loved school. The more r regret not going to schoor, r
would have been out of school already. But f nèt friends thatinfluenced me bad, we went stealing cars and arr that. Thatrs
what got me in trouble, my friends,. bad influences.
At the time of the interviews the rnajority of the respondents

current educational/vocational involvement focused on a vocational
theme. As mentioned, there was only one respondent in school at
the present time and his main purpose for attending was the
vocational component that the school had to offer. Three of the
respondents Ì¡/ere currently enroled in a work experience program

through a private community agency. Two respondents v/ere working
fuLl--time and the one remaining v¡as currently unemployed and

awaiting a response from the high school he had recently applied
to.

The three respondents that \¡/ere enroled in the v¡ork experi-ence

program v/ere aIr happy and excited about the programrs

possibilities:

You've been there over a month now. And in terms of
attendance, do you find it easy to attend?

In my first week, I had perfect attendance. Trying to getperfect attendance.
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But you don't nind coming bere? rt's not a hassre?

No.

vrhat Ís your goar right now for (vocational program)?

To get a job. working on a resume for me. so that's why rrmcoming.

The respondent currently in school stated that he rea1ly enjoyed
the vocational training that the school was offering, yet strongly
disliked the academic component. I¡Ihen asked his thoughts on school
he stated:

rtts okay in some ways, but in other ways, it's not thatgood...!ferr, shops are okay, and thatrs a-bout it,. r don'treally like their academic courses here, because when I dothem here, they give me the same work over and over and over,so it's no good for me. I got kicked out of this school about7 times already.

of the remaining three respondents the two that v/ere working
full-time $/ere happy with their current positi-ons, the other one

was not working at the moment and not looking for emplolrment at the
time. He stated that he had quit his last work placement assigned
to him by welfare and was no\^r awaiting approval for his application
to a 1ocal high school.

VÙhen asked about their future education p1ans, all six that
responded directly to the question r,¡anted to return and obtain
their high school diplona. However all identified potential
obstacl-es facing them. these obstacles included: problems with
fo1Iow through in attending school; not being allowed to attend
their previous school; the need for money, including a priority to
provide for their childr'and difficutties in knowing how to access

adult education programs. The need to provide financiatly was a
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priority for each and as a result presently affected their decision
to return to school. this is illustrated in the following
description:

we11, r $/as planning to go back but then this last year
working at (company name) then (partnerrs name) got pregñant
and then r figured, okay then no$/ r'1r probably be working for
the rest of my 1ife, yoü know, until we both get, like rnaybe
further, like when our baby's a little older say (partner's
name) gets a fulI-time job or sornething and I'n working part
time then I can probably go to school part-time, you know,just finish ny high school, but for now I'm just going to have
to work.

Each respondent had past work experience with the jobs

including: working in a rumber yard, painting houses, assisting a

relative in commercial- fishing, working in a manufacturing pIant,
sares, pizza derivery, working in bingo halls, and fire-fighting in
remote northern communities. Of the two that r¡/ere presently
ernployed furl-time, one worked in a nursing home as a cookts

assistant and the other one was a delivery man for a paint company.

Vlhen asked about their vocational interests each of the respondents

had definíte ideas of what they would like to do. There hrere

varied interests, however, of note was that each of the job goars

mentioned were realistic, not idealistic in nature. !,Ihen asked

about their personal chances of obtaining a job, opinions were

divided. Three were very optimistic. While four r,¡ere not very

hopeful, tvro of the four were now more hopeful due to the

vocational prograrn they v/ere in:
It was hard getting this job when I was l-6 and l-7. So I
it's probably hard for me now too. But hopefully maybe
(vocational program) will get me somewhere.

When asked for their opinion on whether it was hard for males

think
this

their
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age in general to get a job the rnajority agreed that it $/as

difficult. one hras somewhat more optimistic but felt it. would be

a challenge to get a job you actually liked:
Irlelr, there's no lack of jobs out there. r believe if yourrejust willing to look hard enough, then you know, keep kn-ockingon all the doors and hopefully you'I1 walk to the iigfrt on"]It/s just finding something thát, would be more substantialinstead of going to a job that yourre going to regret everymorning, and get home at the end of the day ãnd beiig crabbyi

As indicated the rnajority believed that it, ï¡¡as very hard for
someone their age to get a job. Some of the respondents felt that
potential employers v/ere looking for order, more mature, and

responsible people. others cited a lack of ed.ucation as being the
main deterrent in young men their age obtaining a job. one

respondent stated he was afraid to go rook for a job. when asked

why, he stated: rrBecause T didnrt go to schoolr.
Despite their fears and apprehensions all of the respondents

v/ere very focused on obtaining a job or maintaining the one that
they were in. The priority for each ri¡as to be able to provide
financially for their partner and child. All agreed that in order
to obtain a job you needed to know people who could connect you

with employers. rt was these kind of connections or the
opportunity to be enroled in vocationally focused programs that the
respondents felt greatly improved their chances for getting a job.

As mentioned, past school experiences for the rnajority of the
respondents were not positive. These negative school associations
could in the long run form obstacles in their decision to return.
Again the major focus of the respondents at this tine was to get a

job, and for most of them school was not an irnnediate priority.
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Fanily
The existing literature on teen fatherhood states that farnily

dynamics, environment, and beliefs can be important determining
factors in teens becoming fathers. This study, therefore,
attempted to get a sense of how the respondents, families had

impacted on them. The farnily make-up of the seven respondents was

diverse with each one having his own uni-que family history. Of the
seven respondents two came from a traditional- nuclear family, only
one of the two v/as currently living at home. Five of the
respondents came from homes where the mother and father T¡rere

separated, and in some cases the parents had been apart for the
better part of the respondents, lives. one of the young men

currenLly lived in a foster home. He did have some contact with
his mother, but he had never met his father. Another respondent's
father had abandoned him when he was three months old, however, the
father had reconnected with him two years ago. Although there was

stitt some contact the relationship at present appeared tenuous.

The respondent presentry l-ived in a home with his mother,

grandmother, two uncles and his rittle brother. of the seven

respondents, three had lived with their mother for most of their
lives, one had lived with his father since he was eighteen months

o1d, and two had lived with both parents in the home.

All the respondents had siblings, with the largest farnily
consisting of five natural siblings. There was no consj-stent birth
order position in regards to the seven respondents with positions
ranging from oldest to youngest. All but two of the respondents
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actually lived with arr their sibrings in the house for the
rnajority of their childhood. Some reported having sÈep siblings
they had never met. Of note was the fact that. over time there had

been a lot of movement and change in the lives of these five
f arnilies.

Teen parenthood was very prevalent withÍn the families of the
teen fathers interviewed. of the seven respondents, six had other
teen parents within their irnrnediate family. Some also had cousins
that were teen parents. one respondent had a sister with four
children at the age of twenty with the sister having had her first
child at age fourteen. Another respondent reported that both he

and his whole sibling unit had been teen parents. one respondent
stated that his parents had been teen parents, and he believed that
this may have been a factor in their beíng able to eventually
accept his teen fatherhood.

There was a great deal of variation in each respondentrs
sibling living situation. one of respondents was the oldest in the
fanily, with his younger sibrings at the ages of five and seven

years old. Another l-ived with his younger I year old brother,
however, ât present had no j-dea of his older sisterrs whereabouts

or what she was doing. of the seven respondents' siblings three
had their high school diplorna and had gone on to post secondary

school, one of whom was attending university. The najority of the
respondents' older sibtings had dropped out of high school and were

presently unemployed. Four of the respondents had sisters who were

single parents and currentl-y unemployed or collecting welfare
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assistance. one of the respondents reported having older brothers
who had never rearry had a job and v/ere involved in the drug
culture- Another respondent's older brother v/as currently serving
a seven year sentence in stony Mountain penitentiary.

I'Ihen asked about the reÌationship with their parents, five of
the respondents presented as having a tenuous to negative
relationship with their father. one stated that he had a positive
relationship with his father yet it appeared as though they did not
spend a lot of time together. Another had a positive relationship
and had spent a lot of time with his father whire growing up.

Three of the respondents had a fairly distant relationship with
their fathers due to marital break-up or abandonment. one of the
respondents stated he had never met his father, while another had

been abandoned at three months and had reunited with this father
two years ago. He stated that he nov/ saw his father once in a

while and the relationship appeared somewhat tenuous. A common

theme running through the father/son relationship r,ras that the
father figure was not very strong in the respondent's life. Again

onry two of the respondents spoke about having a positive
relationship and rearning things from their fathers.

The mother was a more prominent figure in five of the
respondents lives, with two of the respondents describing their
relationship with their mother as very important in terms of their
character development. The respondent who had lived in a foster
home for a number of years credited most of the gains he had made

to his foster mother,s infl-uence and the tine he had spent with
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her. Four of the respondents stated that they felt like they were

closer to their mother Lhan their father. One respondent reported
that he had lived with his father for most of his tife and that his
contact with his mother had been very rninimal. Later on in his
life he had reconnected with his mother and lived with her for a

v¡hile however the relationship was strained and he soon moved out.
The respondent went on to say that he had remained in contact with
her, but she passed away very suddenl-yr âs witnessed in the
following quote: rr...and then a year rater r met (girrfriend.'s
name), and we moved in together. Two days rater, she came over,

met (girlfriend's name), and passed away. out of the blue, she was

young, 38tt. Later in the interview, the respondent stated that he

wished his nother could have been alive to see his litt1e girl as

he hras sure she wourd have enjoyed her. rn the rnajority of the
interviews the mother was the parent that v/as more involved in the
respondents' Iives and in most cases the more prominent care-giving
figure.

Past fnfluences in Teen Father's Life
The respondents $/ere asked about past influences in their life

in order to ascertain, what, if âDy, part they may have played in
their becoming a teen father. All of the respondents were able to
mention positive figures or influences present in their life while
growing up and in the present. Some of them specifically credited
these peopre with herping them turn their rives around and

instilling the personal values that they adhered to in the present:
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...but I have another brother, tre' s not my biological brother,whatever, but r met him through cFS. actuaÍry, hers thåbiggest role rnodel of my life. When I !{as fivi|g riitt-*Vfather, cFS tord hin that rrm a lost cause, go spendiine witirhim so we can say we tried. And what nappãned is we ¡ecãrnãrearly good friends. After he stopped wbrking at chird &Family, we s-tiJl. hung out, at hockey gãmes, music events, justa variety of things.
Another respondent spoke about the foster family he had lived with
and credited the foster mother as being a rnajor reason for v¡here he

was today:

The main thing was because I was with (foster mother's name),they're christians. r don,t think ild be rike this if 'Í
wourdn't have been with them...t{elr, r talked about myproblems- I never used to talk about rny problems to anyonellike with people and everything, but r could with her.

Some respondents answered the question of influence in their life
by talking about people who had negatively influenced them. Four
of the respondents stated that they had family members who had been

negative role models. This had inspired them to not be 1ike them.

one spoke about seeing his uncles in jail and knowing that he did
not want to be like them and therefore tried to stay out of
trouble. Another talked about how his father had been a model of
what not to become and therefore he had tried to do the opposite of
his father. others spoke of tooking up to older brothers when they
were growing up who v/ere direct negative influences on them. Two

spoke of how they had fol-lowed their brothers, lead and become

involved j-n delinquent activities and in one case developed a

serious drug problern. Both shared however, that they had been abl-e

to break free of this influence and were nohr committed to staying
out of trouble and completely separating themselves from that life:

...it was just rike hanging around with him. rf herd stear,
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he'd give me something. _ .He,d give me some money. r donrtknow. rt's a way of rnaking mo-r"y. Then r started stearingafter tl"t^. r quit stear-ing abtut a year ána harf ago.Because r found out my girlfriánd.rs pregnant, r just àt"ppåã.

Arthough all of the respondents courd name definite influences in
their lives, some found it more difficult to identify hero figures.
Three of the respondents stated that they never had hero figures
growing up' others mostly talked about musicians or sports figures
who they had idolized. and looked up to.

All of the respondents had specific interests or hobbies that
they were interested in. Five of them v/ere into sports and enjoyed
participating in various sports. Two of the respondent,s were very
interested in music with one stating it was a rnajor part of his
life' The remaining respondent liked to draw and construct things
with wood' All stated these interests had been important to them
growing up and they still enjoyed pursuing them. Most of the
participants, however stated that since becoming a father it was
quite difficult to continue pursuing these interest due, to the
demands of fatherhood.

The respondentst friends T¡/ere also see as a rnajor j-nfluence in
their lives- Arl but one of the respondents felt that their
friends had affected thern negatively in the past. They stated that
most of them had been i-nto partying, drugs and in some cases crime.
The definite theme that came through in talking with the
respondents !r/as that they had changed a 10t in terms of how they
viewed their friends and about the val-ues and activities with which
they r¡/ere j-nvolved.

r have a lot of friends, most of them, r don,t rearry hang
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around hrith them that much any more c.ause they just, r don,tknow it's r-ike arr they want to do is score wítn éi"r=-ã"ãdrink and party and alt ttrat crap and r am kind of beyond thatso right nov¡ i-t's mostry my w-ork buddies and a couple offriends r tark to norü anã tñen...they'r" *oi" together, youknow, you can stirr- talk to them abouÈ serious tniígs-ãnâ í;;can carry on a conversatj-on...
when asked about what they had talked about with their friends a

common response was girls and sex. Four of the respondents
reported that a disrespect for girrs $/as a theme in their past
conversations with friends.

AII of the respondents stated they had friends that were teen
parents, and six of them had teen father friends. Fi-ve of the
respondents stated that their friends had become fathers after
them, and one had a friend that became a father before hirn. only
one of the seven had a friend that had remained involved with the
baby' There was a definite sense of disgust regarding the attitude
of the friends they knew that $¡ere not involved and did not care
for their children.

They are..just pricks. r don't know. Just rike whatever.TÞ"y don't give a rat's ass about nothing, yorr-know. samewith (girlfriend, s name) f riends . so that '-s v/hy we don , treally hang around with thern that much.

Views on Teenage Sexuality
The respondents were asked some questions on various aspects

of teenage sexuality. The questions $/ere designed in order to
obtain information on: how sex vras discussed arnongst friends, birth
control, pre-marital sex, and to acquire a general sense of the
respondents' attitudes towards sexuality. The first area of
questioning concerned the topic of sex. The respondents were asked
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!'/ho they fert thought more about sex, girls or boys. Arl seven

stated that boys thought about sex more and they also bel|eved that
boys talked more about sex. Six of the respondents also reported
that among: teenage boys there r^¡as definite pressure to have sex.
There Inlere differing views as to where this pressure came from with
one stating that it was society in general. He clarified his point
by saying; rrit's the go'srr and that everyone r¡ras doing it. He

referred to movies, television and magazines that aII promoted

sexual activity and therefore there v/as pressure to have sex. Four

of the respondents stated that the pressure came from friends or
peers.

. . . cause witfr rny friends there v/as always a couple of guys
that r¡rere stilr virgins, right? And they got pibrea on-a-l-rthe time.

others also added that the pressure to have sex for teenage boys

often just comes from within. That is, as boys reach puberty all
they think about is sex, ',... itrs arways on their minds. Like 1oo?

of the day. Like young peopre think about sex. werr guys anyways.rl

The respondents stated that they felt it was onry naturar for
teenagers to want to have sex and that a lot of teenage boys were

acting on that desire.

There v/ere mixed responses when asked who they thought would

initiate sex more often, the boy or girl? Three of the respondents

stated the male, two felt that both genders woul-d initiate, thaÈ

is, neither did it more and two stated, that the females initiated
it. of interest was one respondents reasoning as to why the girls
would initiate sex more often:
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r guess more along the rines of the feeling of rejection, ifshg rejected you from having sex, how stupia you/d feel_ andthink you'd look, so you ret thern start ev-erytrring going on,this !üay you don't feel stupid.
Later on in the interview process when the respondents vrere asked

who had usually initiated the sexual contact in their previous
relationships five of the seven reported that it had been their
partner. This came as somewhat of a surprise as it contradicts the
stereotype of the boys being the pursuers in sexual relationships
(sonenstein, 1-986). As noted above, according to the opinion of
fj-ve of the seven respondents the females would initiate sexual
contact more often or the same number of times as males. This is
of particular interest, âs alt the respondents stated that they
felt that boys thought and tatked about sex more than girrs.

hlhen asked about their views on birth control, alr of the
respondents stated that it was important to use it. Two of the
respondents f eIt that it r¡ras iinportant for teens to use birth
control for both the risk of pregnancy and the threat of sexually
transrnitted diseases IsrD's]. The najority mentioned risk of
pregnancy as being the most important reason for using birth
control. opinions on who v/as responsible for ensuring the use of
birth control r¡tere mixed with one believing it r¡¡as the femalers
responsibility, one the malers and the others stating it was the
responsibility of both.

Five of the respondents were asked about their views on pre-
maritar sex. All of them stated that they did not see anything

wrong with having sex before marriage. The respondents, hovrever,

mentioned that birth control shoul-d be used and there shoul-d be
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mutual- consent: rrrf it feels right and yourre both consenting, as

long as youtre not forcing one another, r donrt see anything wrong

with it. rr Two of the respondents taÌked about the need for a

definite commitment and loving the person before having sex.

...you shourdn't do it unress you care about the person, oryou feel that there could be some kind of relationship there.
You don't have to be married as long as you both caie about
each other and you want to do it for the feelings not just forthe fact to get off because yourre horny.

The teen fatherhood experience had not changed any of the
respondents'views that there wasnrt anything r¡/rong: with pre-
marital sex. They had, however come to recognize the importance of
birth control and realizing that commitment and loving the person

needed to be a part of having sex.

Participants' Opposite Sex Relationships
Previous Datincr Relationships

rn an attempt to find out about past dating patterns and

attitudes towards their partners the respondents were asked about

their previous dating relationships. Most of the respondents

st,ated that they had starÈed t.o date between the ages of j_o-l-3.

Ear1y dating was usually done in large groups which included: pre-
teen dances, parties in private homes, school functions and other
group oriented activities. Again, most stated that they vrere

usually not alone with their girlfriend when first beginning to
date. The majority stated that their more serious dating started
at age t4 or l-5. The smallest number of girls dated up to the
present by one respondent was 5 and the most was LO. There hras no
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bravado from any of the participants about how many girls they had

dated, Do bragging about high numbers or past sexuar exploits.
Four of the respondents stated they had not dated a lot of girls
and none of the young men interviewed stated they felt they had

dated a lot of girls. As a whole the group s/as very respectful in
talking about their past relationships without any of the
respondents presenting as though numerous sexual conquests T¡rere

something to take pride in.

The respondents were also asked about their sexual activity
within their previous rel-ationships. Five of the respondents

reported having previous sexual relationships prior to their
current partner. The two remaining respondents stated they had

never had sex (ages 17 and 1-9) in their past relationships, however

both reported having been asked to have sex by a previous
girlfriend. of the seven, four had had more than one sexual
partner prior to their current relationship.

of the five respondents that had sex in their previous
relationships, all five stated that there was no prior discussion
about having sex. All of thern stated that it just happened and no

plans hlere made to actually have sex. As one respondent stated,
rfwe didntt actually talk about it, it just happened, r guessr.

AIl five respondents also stated that there v/as no discussion about

birth control, before having sex. of the five that had sex, ortly
one reported using a condom the first time. He stated that
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arthough there was no discussion around birth control or protection
for him it was just the natural thing to do. Another respondent
stated that he started to use condoms or be more av¡are about birth
control after his initiar sexuar encounter. The other three never
used protection and no conversation about birth control- took prace.

Even though onry one of the respondents used a condom, alr of
the respondents stated that they were anxious about getting their
girrfriend pregnant or contracting an srD. Again the respondent
who used a condom stated it, h¡as just a naturar thing to do and
something he did without thinking:

" 'It was never frorn my father, he never ever talked about thebirds and the bees, you know. rt was more atong the rines ofpubric awareness of sex education. Thac night havecontributed to it but p_ersonally, r donrt know, you want tofeer personalry safe a¡ìd secur",-'=o r- guess if you,re havingsex for the first time with a girr {ourve only been dating for2 weeks, 
''o matter what, yoü'Ée going tã;;rfu!-rotection.

rt was difficurt to ascertain why the others did not use protection
or why there $/as no di.scussion about the issue. The onry thene
that emerged was that it was something that was just not discussed
or thought about when the sex occurred. This could be attributed
to the rrheat of the momentrr or the fact that there v/ere never any
plans made to have sex- Given the rrit just happenedil scenario that
most of the respondents referred to, not using birth contror may be
Ìargely attributed to this factor. of note is that further on in
the interview, five of the respondents stated that they preferred
not to use condoms during sex, because the condoms hrere
uncomfortable. There $/as arso one respondent who stated he was
embarrassed to put then on. Therefore, these reported difficulties
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with condom use along with the Itheat of the momentn scenario
provide some of the reasons for the teenst failure to practice safe
sex.

of note was that one of the more sexually active respondents
shared that although he never used a condom and birth control- was

never discussed, he often worried about his partners becoming
pregnant. Even though this is something he worried about, his
vtorry did not result with hirn practising safe sex. some of this he
attributed to him having sex at parties and either being drunk or
high, however he arso stated that the topic \¡ras just never
discussed.

The respondents l¡rere also asked questi-ons about their current
relationship. This was done so as to see how the respondents had
changed and to assess the level of commitment to their current
partner. All seven of the respondents presented as being very
committed to their current partner and wanted these relationships
t'o work out. The respondents had all been with theír partners for
a considerable length of time, with each one having been in their
current relationship for over two years. The longest relationship
was three and one half years. At present, five of the respondents
Iived with their partners and two still lived at home with their
parents. the five living with their partners were al1 eighteen or
nineteen years old. The two riving at home were fifteen and

seventeen and both were rnaking prans to move in with their
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girlfriends in the future.
Of note was the l-evel of commitment and strength of rnost of

these rerationships. Respondents shared how they and their
partners had faced adversity together and survived and how their
relationship had grorÂrn and strengthened as a result. one

respondent shared how his partner's attendance at a v/omenrs group

had helped them identify problems in their relationship and given

them ways of dealing with them more effectively. He also reported
that he rÁras learning a rot about himself and his. approach to
problems and confl-ict:

Well frm learning more, because, well, this program mygirlfriend's in, and Ïm tarking more and terrinþ rrãr morã
what r feel, and when t'/e're fighting, our fights are getting
resolved, Irm not just walking out.

Another respondent spoke of rnany arguments and fights Lhat they had.

g:one through as a couple, yet they stilr remained together and

deeply cared for and loved one another. As mentioned previously,
one of respondents had kicked a cocaj_ne habit and he rargery
attributed his success over the addiction to the support and caring
that he had received from his partner. As a whole the

relationships of the couples vtere presented as strong and having
been tested at certain points in their time together.

Sexua1 Relationship with Current partner

The length of time from the start of the couplets relationship
to the first tine they had sex ranged from two days to five months.

As in their previous rel-ationships there was little discussíon
regarding having sex prior to the initial encounter. For most of
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them it just happened. one respondent reported that there wasnrt

any formal discussion around having sex, yet plans to have sex hrere

indirectry communicated by tarking about spending the night
together after a friend's upcoming party. Discussion around birth
control was also largely ignored with three respondents using birth
control with no discussion, two not using birth control and not

discussing the issue, and one reporting using a condom but unsure

about. any prior discussion. The remaining respondent who stated

there had been discussion concerning birth control, reported that
his partner had wanted him to use a condom, however he had refused.

All four of the respondents that initially used a condom chose

not to at some point in their relationship. The main reason given

for this decision was that wearing a condom felt uncomfortable, and

therefore, they did not like using them. some also spoke of the

inconvenience of at times not having one available and having sex

anyr¡ray because they could not be bothered to go out and buy one.

When asked if tney were thinking about the risk of pregnancy at the

time, most stated they didn't really think about it, or their
feelings superseded any thoughts of risk: rr. . .mostly at the tine
there was just more instincts you know. Irlell- feelings overcame

smarts. . . rr As welI, similar to the classic rrpersonal f ablert

response that Robinson (1988) speaks to, one respondent aLso stated

that rrf didn't think it could happen to merr.

Of the seven pregnancies only one v/as planned. The length of

time from the first sexual encounter, with their current partner,

to the time of pregnancy ranged from shortly after the first
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encounter to l- 1-/2 years. For rnost the pregnancy occurred. from 2

to 6 months after the initial time the couple had unprotected sex.

Pregnancy Stage

A crucial tirne in the teen fatherhood experience is the
pregnancy stage. It j-s during this time that the father (and the
mother) go through a whole range of emotions. In most cases the
news or realization of the pregnancy comes as a unexpected event
therefore is usually a great shock for the teen mother and father.
In this study all seven expressed. some form of shock or disbelief
with the initial realization that their pârtner v¡as preqnant. one

respondent shared that he still felt he was in shock, four months

after the birth of his son:

I didn't think of anything. f r,/as shocked. I vras with her
when she went to the doctorrs, she told us some things, but Idontt even know what she said. I was really shocked.

How long did it take for the shock to go away?

r don't think Ím over it. r stirr sometimes donrÈ berieve r
have a kid.

For the respondent and his partner who had chosen to have a child,
even he reported feeling a sense of shock when they found out his
partner \^ras pregnant:

Ialell, r don't know because it wasn't really an unprannedpregnancy. we just weren't reaLly trying or anything to have
a baby. (Partnerrs name) said I think IrlI go get a pregnancy
test. Boom, shers pregnant. For the whole day, I had
butterfries in my stomach and was thinking, okay, nine months
to plan, r don't know. rn shock. !ve11, r went with her and
r¡/e r¡/ere just, I¡/o\¡I, looking at each other constantly and f just
knew she had the butterflies in her. stomach as,wel1.

After the initial nev/s of the pregnancy, the young fathers
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experienced myriad emotions. Four of the participants reported a

feeling of fear and anxiety as they were scared of all the unknown

events that lay ahead.

WeIl, f vras l-7 at the time, just turning J-7, I got chilled all
over my body f guess, thinking, holy shit what happened? I
was surprised man. The first couple of weeks, I didnrt
berieve it. Then r started seeing her belry coming out more,
I was like, holy. I thought they hrere aII playing a joke on
hê, eh. Itts not really something you think about v¡hen youtre
not the father, but when it happens. rt's hard to rook after
a kid.
So would you

I was scared,
so young.

Another respondent
his future:

say you lrere scared?

yeah...I was happy, but I was scared to be a dad

stated that he was scared of what this meant for

Scared. I knew j-t was going to be different. Harder.

Three of the other respondents reported that they went into denial.
They found it hard to believe and started asking questions about

the certainty of the pregnancy or thinking this just can't be true.
IaIelI, I hlas at (location) when she told me that. And she
said, I'm pregnant. I said, you're bullshitting rê, yourre
not pregnant. She said, I am. I said, whatever, man. f
couldn't say anything else, I kept repeating that. you're
bullshitting me, are you lying, are you sure? That's all I
kept saying in my mind. f didnrt want to believe it.

A second respondent said:

...when I found out I was going to become a father, f denied
it, because (partnerrs name) she went through her periods and
everything, and f was there during those tirnes, so one day she
didn't have her period, and I said, what the heII. And she
said, (respondent,s name) I'm pregnant, and. I said, Do yourre
not. f denied it, and next month I was waiting, okay are you
going to get your period this tirne. She never got it.. She
said I'rn pregnant, and I said, Do you're not. So we went and
had a pregnancy test and we found out she $/as pregnant, and I
was really shocked.

The nrajority of the respondents knew that the pregnancy wouLd
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change their lives forever. All of the respondents realized the
gravity of the situation and the emotj-ons they felt were in keeping

with the seriousness of what, had happened.

. . . she r¡ras- a coupre of months late and every day she $rassaying r might be pregnant, r might be pregnanl and then one
day.we just figured okay, fine, that's it., you stopped yourperiod, got a birth contror test, right, ol home pregnancy
test, tried it out and sure enough she was. And thón it waèstill a shock thinking you know, man, novr !{e got to forget
school and start working fu1I time and, you knowr vrê're going
to be rnom and dad soon as we got to find an apartment and altthat.

Pl-ans Made After Knowledge of pregnancv

Amongst aIl these different emotions and thoughts about the
future, plans and decisions need to made regardi_ng the pregnancy.

vüith the couple being so young different options wiII be presented

to them by the adurt.s around themr âs werr as the by couple

themselves. Many teen parents with unexpected pregnancies feel
that the baby will alter their lives so much that they decide to
have an abortion early on in the pregnancy. others carry the baby

to term, however, given the many constraints that face the young

parents, they decide to give the baby up for adoption. The seven

respondents were asked about the p]-ans that hrere made after the

knowledge of the pregnancy. How did they come to the decision to
keep the baby and did the fathers feel included in this decision?

Al1 of the fathers reported that they v/ere definitely involved in
the plan to keep the baby.

Yeah we talked. We didn't want an abortion. we v/ere thinking
about adoptj-on, and we were thinking of, she didn't want me toget stuck, so she thought that she'd ret me go. r didnrt want
that' r said the same thing to her, r said r didnrt want Èo
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hord you down, r'11 take the baby and move away because yourre
youngr' s/e're both young. r $/as going to move to (rocation)
and so my mom could help ilê, but we both thought we shourd
keep it.

As with the example above, alternative options r{ere discussed yet
in the end the decision in all seven cases r,üas to keep the baby.

one respondent spoke of how his initial feelings $/ere for his
partner to have an abortion, however when she stated that she did
not believe in abortions, he reconsidered. When asked about how he

fel-t at first about his partner's stance on abortion, he stated he

was disappointed and felt down about it.. He stated that after
having given it. some thought he decided to support her with that
decj-sion and when the baby hras born he \¡/as very happy about the
choice.

$le talked about it once in a while. r don't know, like do you
want an abortion? r don't care, r wourdn,t mind if you had an
abortion, but if you donrt want one, then that.rs okay. She
said, f don't want an abortion, I don't believe in abortions.
Okay, that's when f started staying with her, itrs our kid.
Did you feel okay with that?

rn a r¡/ay r dj-dn't. r was kind of upset at first, what do r
do? sometimes in life you have to respect what comes to you,
I guess.

So were you part of that, decisíon too?

f was part of the decision.

So when she said that she didnrt want an abortion coc

f felt kind of down.

?Iou1d you have wanted that to happen?

In a way I did, but when I see her now, I would have regretted
it. So I'rn glad she di-dn't. Irm glad.

Unlike the two cases above, the remaining five respondents stated
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tothat they never discussed other opti-ons, the decision was always

keep the baby.

The Reaction of Family and Friends to the preqnancy

Along with al-l- the thoughts and feelings experienced by the
father and mother, comes the task of deal-ing with the reaction of
family and friends about the pregnancy. Unlike most pregnancies

where the reaction is usually positive and one of surprise and

elation, teen pregnancy announcements are often met with
displeasure, projection of guirt, and anxiety for the coupre. The

rnajority of the respondents stated that their families, initial
reaction was one of being upset and anxious about what this meant

for the couple's future. Most of them also reported a mixture of
reactions from the family as a whole with some being happy at the
nev/s (usually siblings) and others being upset. Atl_ seven,

however, stated that after some time had passed the initiar
feelings of upset and anxiety changed to support and problem-

solving around future planning.

My farnilyts reaction v/as, they r¡/ere really shocked. Some of
them, like my mom was happy, ny 1itt1e brother was happy, my
uncres v/ere happy, but my granny she was mad. she was really,
reaIly ticked off at me. Then after r told my aunties, sorne
of them v/ere happy, some of them v/ere not. so r had a lot ofpeople after ilê, giving me heck, and telring me r shouldnrt
ought to have did that and stuff like that.
The reaction from the friends r¡/as again mixed with only one

respondent stating that his friends \¡/ere happy for hin. The

prevailing theme was that the friends did not seem to understand

the position taken by the teen father (i.e., staying invorved),
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viith some friends mocking one respondent:

They laughed at me. you,re stuck. you have a kid arready.
They laughed at me, youtre shacked up arenrt you nohr. canTt
have fun any more, can't do what you v¡ant, canrt party any
more.

Others tried to convj-nce a respondent to leave his girtfriend and

not take care of the baby:

Well most of them r¡/ere
life's over. WelI, you
don't have to take care
said that, some of them
not too close to, they
scre\i/ her and just find
or whatever.

like, you're screwed nov/, your socj_al
don't have to do nothing you know, yoü
of the baby, whatever. Some of themjust expected, well some of them f'm
said, well you could just sây, well

another girlfriend. It's no big dea1,

Some of the respondents reported that at the tirne of the pregnancy

they had already lost touch with their friends, and did not care

about how they felt about the pregnancy.

Teen Fatherts Tnvolvement During the pregnancy

After having made the decision to keep the baby, and having

experienced the initial reactions from friends and family, thoughts

and planning turn to what needs to be done before the baby's birth.
Ïn many v/ays the pregnancy stage is a tirne when the father can feel
more distant from the experience as the mother goes through the
many physical and emotional changes that are completely separate

from him. The respondents ü/ere therefore asked about their
involvernent through the pregnancy and if they felt included in the
planning and process.

All seven lâtere very involved and felt included in the
pregnancy stage. Three of the respondents lived with their
partners throughout the pregnancy, while three lived together with
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parents for part of the tirne. Only one partner lived with her

parent the entire time. This v/as the partner to the youngest

participant in the study (14 at the time of pregnancy). The

respondents attended prenatal classes with their partners, with
some reporting that even though they hrere very bored with the

classes, they felt it important to attend. The respondents also

reported attending some of the medical pre-nataI appoíntments and

sharing the experience of the first heartbeat or first image of the

baby on the ultra-sound.

I like taking her because then I feel more Ínvolved and
especially ultrasounds, you see the little baby on the screen,
you can see it moving around, and you know that baby is in her
stomach and you'll be holding him soon. That's my boy right
there. The firsÈ tirne I found out it, $/as a boy, I just
flipped out. The nurse even said, !'lhatever, (partnerrs name)
you better calm your boyfriend down, he r,/on't be able to get
out the door with his head that swollen. So I said, I get the
point.

Of the six respondents whose babies rt/ere already born, all of

them r¡/ere present (as were the plans for the expectant father) in
the del-ivery room, and experienced the birth of their child. Each

one spoke of the amazing rush of emotions they felt during this
time. one spoke of it being a life changing experience and

something that could not be duplicated.

Yeah, right from (partnerts name) she went to my arms. Then
I remember, right from (partner's name) into my arms, I went
to (partner's name) and we held her together and thatrs when
$/e both broke down. It h¡as the most amazing moment in my
life, and I teII you, I could play in front of a L00,000
people. I still wouldn't feel the way I felt that one day.

Being a part of the delivery v/as something that was totally new for

each father and the experience v/as one they could have never

predicted. The actual event was therefore filled with much awe and
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an overv¡helrning rush of emotions and reactions. One respondent

noted:

...I was freaking out. The first time I saró¡ my boy when he
came out, I freaked out. I didntt realize when they come they
were going to be blue, so I was freaking, saying what the heck
is this. I was freaking out. They said, the colour will come
in, the colour will come in. He's alive. I hras thinking,
hetd better be. It was cool, though. I liked it. He was
screaming as soon as he came out, but I was just thinking what
the heck's the matter v¡ith him, because of his colour"

Another commented as follows:

lrleird. It was very weird, cause I have never seen anyone give
birth and that was my first tirne.

Stil1 another talked about some of the contrasting ernotions he had

experienced:

"..cause I vras in the labour room with my daughter when she
was born. f got two pictures. When I was in the labour room
with (partner's narne), seeing her lying in that bed sleeping
so peacefully and going through her contractions perfectly, I
v/as happy. But since she went into labour, f didn,t rea1ly
like it because she was pushing, she v/as screaming, she v/as
swearing, everything. She pushed me av/ay and I felt really
bad for her. Her mother told me, don't feel bad if she pushes
you av/ay, it's just a reactj-on.

The respondent who was still awaiting the birth of his child stated

that he had very definite plans of being present at the delivery.
Oh yeah, for sure. I'11 be by her side 24 hours,
who tells me, I don't care if the doctors kíck me
leaving, they're going to have to drag me out
screaming.

I don't care
out, I'm not
kicking and

All of the respondents spoke of their role in the pregnancy

stage as something they wanted to be a part of. As is portrayed in

some of the comments above each one of the respondent's bond and

sense of responsibility grew as a result of the experience.
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Teen Fatherhood Experience

Amoung the seven respondents the rength of time of being a

teen father varied from two years to one expecting a baby shortly.
The father of the two year old was one of the younger participants
in the study. He r,,ras seventeen years old at the time of the
interview. The five remaining respondents' babies had al1 been

born within the past year, their ages included: nine months, eight
months, six months, five months and four months. one of the
fathers reported that he kept j-n contact with another child, whom

he believed was his chil-d. This young boy was three years old and

lived with the respondent's former partnerrs mother. Another

respondent was supporting hís partner's two-year old daughter from

a previous relationship, who had Lived with the couple since he

moved in when she v/as five months old. The respondent reported
that his step-daughter's biologj-caI father had inconsistent contact
and hardly ever saw his chil_d.

Chanqes Brought About By Teen Fatherhood

Each respondent was asked the question rrHow has being a teen
father changed you?r' All of the respondents stated that they
believed that they were more responsible since becoming teen

fathers. Things that had not mattered to them before, no\d mattered
(i.e., jobs, education, parenting skirls) and behaviours that they
admitted they vrere guilty of in the past nor¡r irritated them when

they sav/ others engaging in thern. Each spoke of a definite
maturing process that had taken place which had caused them to
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think and act differently and more responsibly" One respondent

talked about his determination to find a job:

...Like I would never have glone out and got a job so quickly.
I wouLdn't reaIly care for work. I donrt know, itts broug:ht
a lot of responsibility into my life, made me grow up a 1ot
more" ft reaIly helps me to look for motivation to upgrade
myself and really educate mysel-f .

Another respondent spoke about a specific change in behaviour:

rnostly it's because of the baby, because f drive an
'82 camaro right nohr, t-tops, 4 speed standard. I love that
c,ar, it took me to the beach a 100 times, cruising with the t-
tops off, you know, smoking other cars at red lights, because
even if they got bÍgger engines, f'11 cut off cars or
whatever. But now it's like, none of that, f'm going to be a
parent soon. And it actually pisses me off if f got my nephew
in the car or something, and I'm driving, and then some guy
goes through a red l-ight or stop sign, or they're squealÍng
off at the red light with another car which I used to do all
the time. But no\,r, I get so mad, because what would happen if
you spun out and hit my car and something happens to my
nephew. You'd be kissing my exhaust system.

Each of the respondents reported that since becoming a teen father
they did not go to and were not even interested in going to parties
like they had been in the past. A1I of the respondents stated that
they had been invol-ved in partying in the past, and in many cases

it was the main social outtet or function. Each one of the young

men shared that drinking, drugs and wild parties was something they

saw as somewhat juvenile and a waste of time.

I'm not partying. I dontt party any more, because f have two
kids to look after, and I want to see them grov/ and I want to
see thern get an education. When they're 15, L6 years o1d,
I'I1 be about 34, 33 years ol-d. f rll be young still. And
they can come to me, have someone to look up to.
All of the respondents also mentioned that becoming a father

had kept them out of trouble. Three of the respondents had been

affiliated with street gangs, however, since becoming a father they
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had stopped hanging out with these people.

wer1, r just stuck with the gang" r guess r never really hada choice what to do. Now r guess r do. Now rrm tryiñg tostraighten my life, on a straight track. Going my own way.

Asked whether he credited that to his son he replied: nThatrs atl
I look f orward to. It

Some of the other respondents who had not been involved in
gang actívity al-so stated that being a father had made them think
twice about going out with friends at certain times.

Inlell, r think 9f my kid before r think about me. Like if myfríends are going out or doing something bad, r just wonrt gãout and say no I don't want to do that. And show rny daughtãrwhat's good and what's not, like be a rol-e moder for hei.
one of the respondents also shared that he had successfuì-Iy kicked
a serious addiction to cocaine. He stated that the strength to so

Iargely came from the love and commitment of his partner and the
love that he had for his young boy:

when r was doing coke, she was with me through the wholething, she'd try to pull me a\¡/ay, she was crying and arr thisstuff. cared for me too much r guess. r just stopped one dayfor her and my boy. That was pretty good.

Most of the changes were stated in the positive sense and each one

of them felt better about themselves because of the changes they
had made.

Hov¡ever, there were things that had changed that had a

negative effect on their personal lives. One of the respondents

spoke of the loss of freedom since becoming a father and how the
responsibil-ity of supporting his partner and child at times caused

him to yearn for the care-free life of adolescence he had once

experienced:
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You've got no freedomr you cantt go and take all your money
and go buy whatever you used to do. You cantt go to the st.ore
and buy yourself a lot of junk food because you have your
daughter to buy for firstr so you get her stuff first, then
you've got to get your o$rn. Yourre left with only $2, that's
only a drink. It's really hard to be a teen father.

Another teen father spoke about how taking care of his child took

away time from the things that he had enjoyed doing in the past.

During the interview he had talked about a memorable snowboarding

trip to British Columbia with his foster brother. Later on he

stated that given his present situation he probably would not be

able to do something like that again. He also enjoyed painting and

working with wood, however when asked if he was pursuing those

i-nterest of late, he replied: rrUmm, yeah, but, like rny girlfriend,
she needs my help too. The baby takes a lot of time. One person

can't do it al-I.rt

Of note was how the focus of the teens had changed since

becoming fathers. In a time when teenage boys are concerned about

such things as cars, parties, sports, and friends, these young men

were concentrating on how they would get a job so as to provide the

basic necessities for their partner and chiLd. Each one of the

respondents spoke about how they felt responsible to be able to
provide for their farnily and how that is aII that mattered right
nov/.

Yeah, I would like to get my grade 1-2, but if I can't get it,
I cantt get it. f,11 just go work in a warehouse or
something. Get some kind of job that pays me cash or
something. I don,t really care about my future. I just care
about my daughter/s future right noq¡, that's all I care about.
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Respondents' Opinions on Contributing Factors to Teen Fatherhood

!{hen asked if they thought there had been any contributing
factors in their lj-ves that had played a part in their becoming a

teen father, most of them felt that it had just happened. Of the

seven respondents five believed that there was nothing in their
past or current lives that had contributed to their becoming teen

fathers. of the remaining two, one had decided with his partner to
have a child. He stated that, his partner had told him she would

like to have a baby and because he had cornplete confidence in her

to care for the child he had agreed to it.
The other respondent came from a religious background and

although he stated he didnrt fuIly believe this, a big part of him

thought that it v¡as God's v/ay of having him sl-ow down. The

respondent shared that he and his partner had become very involved
in the party scene and the pattern their lives v/ere taking \Àras

extremely negative. His upbringing therefore caused him to wonder

if God had allowed this to happen knowing they would straighten out

their l-ives:

Our parents are, they go to church, theytre, r'/etre Mennonites,
f'm Mennonite so, ily parents they go to church, they read the
Bible every night, praying every night, so f think it might
have something to do with it. Some of thatrs rubbed off on me
a little bit, so I think that might have something to do with
it, that God r¿as trying to teÌI us, you know, grow up. youtre
going to screw everything up. Like, it started turning, it's
still love, it started turning to obsession, you know, so rare

couldn't spend time without each other, we did, v/e were pJ-ssed
off and started snapping at everybody and swinging. So it
might be, I think maybe it's kind of a way to let us know, you
know, straighten yourselves out or you're not going to be
walking. Like with all the drinking and everything, I don't
know, we might not even be standing herer you know.
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Supports From the Familv

Fanily support is a critical cornponent in the success of any

undertaking of a child or adolescent. The respondents in the study

$tere asked in what vlays ( if any) v/ere their farnily members

supportive regarding their teen fatherhood experience. All seven

respondents stated that they had received support from their
families in a variety of ways. One respondent talked about being

helped out financially, as well as receiving emotional support:

Yeah, like financially, and if (partner's name) upset, her
parents v/ill talk to her, my mom will talk to her, she can
always talk to my sj-sters, you know, they're always around,
someone to talk to, and borrow money off of, and they're
always buying baby stuff, and now they're really into it.

Another spoke about receiving some much needed child-care from an

older sibling:
Yeah. If we need to go shopping, and r¡re can,t take our boy,
my sister watches him. lrte just take him upstairs and she
watches hirn for me for half and hour while i.rre go shopping.
She always asks us to stay up there or something. She has a
computer too. They always come down to play my 64 too. Itts
pretty nice, f guess.

Three of the respondents reported that they had lived with either
their ovrn or their partner's parents during part of the pregnancy.

Two of the respondents' partners still lived with their parents and

the fathers lived with his parents. Each of the respondents had

strong f arnily support networks buil-t in from either the

respondent's family or the partner's and in some cases both. The

support would come from both parents and older siblings, with

siblings often providing child-care for the couple.
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Changes in Relationships Vlith Friends

The respondents were also asked how teen fatherhood had

changed the relationship with their friends. AII seven respondents

stated that they notrr spent less time with their friends. The

majority of them reported that they fel-t Èhat fatherhood had

changed their priorities and how they viewed life, and subsequently

they found it hard to relate to what their friends rÁ/ere doing.

Some stated that they just rrvreren't into'r what their friends were

and there had been a shift in their ov/n thinking. Vthen asked if
friends ever came over and asked hirn to go out and party, one

respondent answered:

Yeah, hy friends, they do that once in a while. They sây, do
you want to come over and party somewhere. I sây, I donrt
have time for that...Kids, they sây, why doesn't your
girlfriend look after them. f say, canrt do that because they
need me. And they get upset with rne and they just laugh at
me. I just sayr whatever.

As witnessed in the following quotes, the attitudes and interests
of the respondents had changed considerably since becoming fathers.
Activities they had participated in with friends, that were once a

feature part of their lives, v/ere now viewed as negative influences

and something they did not want to do. One respondent described

these changes in the fol-l-owing way:

We got high most of the time. Got high, played games and
stuff like that. Played basketball. When they $/eren't doing
that, I guess they v/ere stealing. Now all- I do is, is hang
around with my girlfriend. Don,t go nowhere, stay at her
mom,s, or else r^re go home and stay home. Thatrs al_l f do now.
Never go nowhere.

Another stated:

...It changed me a 1ot, because I know a lot of my friends
they alviays go out, go and do this and do that. f teII them
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it's not worth it man, you're going to do that and you're
going to get yourself in trouble. Because I got myself in
trouble doing the same thing they go out to do anys/ay.

One of respondent's long time relationship almost ended when

his big brother figure disagreed with the couple/s decision to keep

the baby. The Big Brother felt that an adopLion or abortion would

be a better plan, however the respondent disagreed and a rift in
the relationship resulted. The following v/as the response given to
the Big Brother:

Mine !ì/as no, that's not going to happen. Thatts not what
v¡e're going for, that's not what $/etre going to do. On the
other hand, it realIy made the relationship between (partner's
name) and (Biq Brother's name) sour,..f didn,t see him for a
J-ong time after that.

Teen Fatherts Current Involvement with Child and Mother

In terms of the respondent's current involvement with the

child and mother, five of the respondents lived with the mother and

child while two stiIl lived at home while their partners lived with

their o$/n parents. The two respondents that were not living with

the partners $/ere the two youngest f athers; both were under l-8 .

ALl seven were very involved with the child and shared many of the

child-care duties with their partners. one respondent shared his
most recent experience of staying up with hj-s son who was suffering
from a bad cold:

It's deadly having kids that young. I like it but sometimes
you can't sl-eep at night. Like the last 3 days in a rov/, I
was up at 4 in the morning...Like he'd be crying because he
has a co1d. He's had a cold for 2 weeks al-ready. So he/s
crying and crying. So I was up until 4 then I woke up my old
lady after and f'd get some sleep. So I didn't really get
that much sleep.
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Another respondent described how his partner and he shared the

child-care responsibilities so that he coul-d go to work and in turn
she v¡as able to attend school.

The majority of the fathers r¡/ere closeÌy involved with their
children and took great delight in seeing their children grow and

develop:

...so for the child, itrs going to be a different upbringing
for her because shers going to be surrounded by nothing but
rnusic. Like her mother,s a drummer, her fatherrs a gui-tar
player, and she aJ-ready likes to pick up a set of sticks and
banging on the drums alreadyr so itrs kind of neat, seeing a
9 rnonth old baby on the drum set...It's funny, she'I1 sit on
her mother's lap and play along with her mother. Shetll have
the sticks, she gets in her mother's way, but j-t's fun to do
that once in a whíIe just for the fun of it. She has to wear
these big earmuffs over her ears so she doesnrt hurt her
hearing or anything like that. Sort of a farnily thing.

As mentioned previously of the seven fathers, one father was

supporting a two year old step-daughter who he l-ived with since she

was five months old. Another father was supporting and keeping in
contact with a three year old boy who he believed lvas his son.

These two relationships v/ere in addition to the children they had

with their current partners.

All seven respondents lrere committed to staying involved with

the child and mother. The majority of the teen fathers gained a

sense of pride in staying invoJ-ved and being responsible. They all
stated that it felt good to contribute and that they had surprised

themselves in terms of what they had acconplished thus far.
Like ltm the one that pays the bills and I bring most of the
groceries in, look after rny boy, and I like doÍng that nov¡.
That's what I do nov/. I have responsibilities.
So did you think, are you proud of what you can do now?
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Yeah, I'ilì proud of it.
And what's that like, taking care of a little boy?

I like it.
What's it like if you're tired, you don't feel tired when
you're with hin, it's different?
I don't rea1ly feel tired. I just love him too much.

You dontt feel frustrated when he's crying?

No. I'm not frustrated at a11...I wasn't really ready but as
soon as it came, I was ready. I vras looking forward to it..
Maybe the first month I was tripping every day, oh, what,s
going on. Then I was looking forward to it.. Now I just love
my son.

All seven of the respondents stated that leaving \^Jas never an

option, the child was their responsibility, they had to stay.

...because it doesn't matter reaIIy, it's still your kid. It
doesn't matter who the girl is or how you feel about her, it
takes two to make a baby, not the girl, yoü knov/, you're just
as responsible as she is, so even if you're not together and
if you're not doing it together, you still have
responsibilities, it's not all hers. And I've even talked to
some of them and told them, yoü knovr, screr¡/ them, f don't care
if he's my best friend, I don't care if he's not going to take
care of the baby, he's not going to be there for you, or at
least his kid and not going to do stuff for him, make him pay
child support. He's on welfare, make hin pay all his money to
your you know, it's still your baby. It doesn't matter, I
mean real-Iy, can a girl get pregnant by herself?

Even though aI1 of the respondents accepted the responsibility of

fatherhood, some expressed duelling emotions of regret for the loss

of freedom since becoming a father, but happiness for having the

child in their Iife. For although they loved the child very much

there was still a part of them that knew they $rere missing out on

things and at times yearned for the freedom of their peers.

...I wish, for me, f wish I was still single. f l-ook back in
the past and f think once in a while, f got rnyself caught up
in this. I wish I could change it, I wish I could change the
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past, but I can't.
Holr are you about you cantt change the past,?

I feel good about it. I don't regret it at all.
It sounds like you don't regreÈ it, but there's a part of you
that you would like to change it?
Half of me regrets it, and half of me don't.

Some of the fathers stated that the reason they stayed involved

with their child was that they did not want to repeat what their
father had done to them. Specifically, some of the respondents

stated that they had grohrn up without a father and had always

wished that he had been around. They therefore were determined to
be there for their ov/n child and be the father they never had.

We1I, yeah, I am committed to stay. Because what happened to
me when I was a littte kid, I was abandoned by my father, so
f really didn/t have nobody to look up to ever since I was a
little kid, so I do want my daughter to look up t,o me and if
me and my girlfriend do break up, I will go and see my
daughter. I told (girlfriendrs name) that if we broke up one
of these days, I wj-II come by to, Ir11 pay chíId support and
f will help you get whatever you need for her. And f will
come and visit her.

The reoccurring theme in my conversations with these young men

v/as that Ìeaving and not caring f or the child just lrras not

something they thought about. A bond had developed, through the

pregnancy and for those (six of then) who had experienced the

child/s birth an even greater realization that this child was their
responsibility.

...they can't look at it as being a bad thing. Like as I
said, f'fl being optimistic about this. This is a great thing,
it's not everyone who can have a child. I,ve got a healthy,
mature !üoman, a healthy mature child, not mature but ft,s
probably the greatest thing that's ever going to happen to me.
And it happened early, but it's still great.
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Most Important Thincr Learned Since Become a Teen Father

As noted above, all of the respondents stated that their Ìives
had changed a l-ot since becoming a father. They viewed things
differently and v/ere focused on providing and doing what was best

for their child. Each respondent was asked what v¡as the most

important thing they had learned since becoming a father. The

responses vari-ed and two were unable to articulate what the most

ímportant thing r¡/as. Two stated that they had learned that they

could handle the responsibility of taking care of a young baby.

The most important thing f learned about myseJ-f would be that
I can take on quite a bit of responsibility at one tÍme.
Because I didn,t think I could take on this many
responsibilities, cause at first I didn't think I could look
after a babyr........

One respondent spoke of how he was amazed at how much he loved his
littIe girl. He clearly articulated that he would have never

dreamed that he could love and care for sorneone this much.

WelI, it's just ny willingness to open up to, just taking a
lot of tj-ne frorn what I love doing, music, and putting it all
towards this one little child that's sitting there and looks
at you and calls you dada. A couple of examples, I can,t
stand when, she often chokes, I get the worst feeling in the
world. I just hate it, it's the worst thing. Sometimes I
reaIly hate loving her so much, I don't know if I'm wording
that right because it sounds horrible, but because it. just
scares you so much that she coul-d get hurt or anything. Or if
she falls down, because she's starting to crawl norn¡, and hurts
herself, you feel so bad. Loving her and caring for her so
much puts a lot of stress on you .Fee1ings for your ohrn
child is really amazing, you never thought they existed until
you actually have your or^/n. f guess sometimes it still- hasn't
hit me that Itm a father. Other times, iE' s like, \n/o\¡,¡, I'm an
actual father, this is ny child sitting next to me, bouncing
on my lap, calling me dada. It's an eye-opening experience.

Another respondent talked about how he had learned to be more

sensitive to a woman's needs. He stated that through living
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together, going through various struggles and situations he had

rea1ly learned to better understand what women must go through and

to be more sensitive to them. One respondent also shared how the

most important thing he learned was to take life more seriously and

to be more respectful of other peopJ-e's feelings. He stated that
he had come to realize that it wasn't alÌ about him and that he

needed to be mindful of others.

Opinions and Message Regarding Teen Pregnancy

The respondents r¡/ere asked about their views on teen pregnancy

and specifically about teen fatherhood. What was their perception

of other teen fathers? Were other teen fathers involved to the

extent that they were? The participants hrere asked if they were

av/are of any other teen fathers or what their knowledge $ras in
regards to the teen fatherhood issue. The responses were varied

with some citing cases where the father had stayed involved,

however the majority of them felt that most teen fathers did not

care. They stated that they knew of pregnancies that had occurred

at parties or because the guy just wanted to have sex. In these

cases the father usually did not stay involved. One respondent

stated that a lack of commitment and love between the mother and

father was the reason some fathers didnrt stay.

...He even knew she was dumb and annoying and they both wanted
sex, so they did it.
Is that the difference do you think?

That they didn,t know the person? yeah.
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llhy do you think that is?

Because it was just about sex...it $ras a one night thing.
Another respondent concurred with this statement saying that a lot
of his friends were just in it for a good time. They liked to
party and usually sex was involved and if their partner became

pregnant they did not feel there was any reason for them to take

responsibitity.
The difference is their mind is gone, and they toke up a Iot
and their brains are just shot. And they think itrs a joke,
going and getting girls knocked up...I Ènow guys 1ike Én"t,
yeah. I know guys that get girts pregnant and leave them.

One respondent thought that it was the fear of the responsibility
that lay ahead that caused them not to stay involved. Others

agreed stating that some young fathers were unable to handle what

$tas expected of them and therefore chose not to be involved at aII.
If there's a guy out there that doesntt want to settle down,
f just don,t think he's ready for responsibility. I think
he'd probably be more scared and fear is common for sure.
Even with older people, 28, 29, Irrn sure theyrre scared too,
and I'm sure they,ve taken off too. I guess it would be more
fear.

The same respondent, however, felt that often teen fathers get

stereotyped as irresponsible and as not sticking around to help

support the mother and child.
Like I recentlyr my best friend I gren up with, (friend's
name), he just had a baby hirnself and you could tell it wasn,t
planned. He's not too happy about it, but he,s doing it, you
know, he's not going to back out. Cause people often, I guess
the fathers in young pregnancies are stereotyped âs, oh,
they're just going to leave. Typical of a male... And it was
really different because when I r¡/as walking around on the
weekend, yoü know, I'd have 2 days off and walking around with
my child and my girlfriend, I felt really good about walking
around, eh. People v/ouLd still l-ook at you and think, yeah,
they're probably mooching off the systern and letting our tax
dollar go.
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the responses to the question of their knowÌedge about other teen

fathers, clearly brought out some passionate thoughts and opinions.
All agreed that it $¡as the teen father's responsibility to stay

involved and support the mother and the child. All s¡ere not

impressed with the lack of fo1low through from some of the teen

fathers they knew, and as mentioned, they fert that they hrere

stereotyped as a resul-t. There was a sense of pride in each for
having made the decision to stay involved with their child.

The respondents were asked what their message would be to
other teenagers regardingr sex. All seven stated that their message

would be to use birth control and be careful, because being a teen
parent is difficult. One respondent talked about the commitment

invoLved in being a teen father:
t'Ie1l-, if he's not ready to put his whol-e rife towards this
child, then give 80å of his attention, and onty keep 20 to
himself, and he's not ready to go work and be supportive and
be there; use a condom. That's about the closest thing I
could say.

Another spoke about needing to be ready for the changes that teen

fatherhood woul-d bring to your life:
I,d say use birth control. If yourre not going to use it, be
ready for what comes. Being a father is not as easy as it
Ìooks, it,s pretty hard. There is a 1ot of things to do with
having a baby. Thatrs the way I see it.

A third respondent talked about the sacrifices that r^/ere required
of a teen parent:

Have safe sex, use a condom, use birth control if you are
going to have sex. Cause, it does, for some people it does
screvr up their l-ives, well not really screw up their lives,
but they can't go to school cause they got to stay home and
watch their kid.

Each of the respondents also shared that if you are not using a
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condom or some form of birth control you should be prepared for the

consequences. All of them agreed that having sex e¡as a big
decision and there needed to be some cornmitment involved before

going ahead with it,.
I do think that a guy should wait a long time before you
become a teen father, they should stay with their girlfriend
because they go through a lot too, they feel tied down,
pressured, and they have no one to take it out oD, because
they feel tied down with their kid, wait until you can stick
with the person.

All of the respondents had definitely changed their attitude
towards sex, with each one seeing it as a serious step in a

relatíonship. Their message to teenagers v/as clear, get to know

your partner, make sure you love them and are cornmitted to them,

and most importantly practice safe sex.

Gender Definition
A specific area of this study's focus v¡as on the teen fatherrs

views and bel-iefs regarding gender role definition. Questions were

asked in hope of finding specific patterns in the male-female

relationship and exploring whether these patterns hrere related to
teen fatherhood.

When asked what characteristics they admired in a man, being

a good provider was a common theme that ran through the responses.

The participants stated that a man should be able to provide

financially for their family and do so in a hard-working honest

manner. Of note was that a lot of the responses also made

references to being a good father, a supportive partner, and

treating your partner with respect. The respondents voiced
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feelings of disgust and anger when sharing stories involving teen

fathers who did not stay involved with their children. There were

símilar feelings associated with men who v¡ere disrespectful to
their partners, along with impassioned feelings relating to abusive

males. As witnessed in the following quote, a respondentrs tone

often changed to one of anger when the abuse issue came up:

rrsomeone that does that man, Iike he ain,t no man, hers just a....
Can I swear? He,s a fucking goof man, a fucking goof, ât least
that's the way f see itrr.

Some of the respondents also shared their views on equal

division of labour within the household, breaking the stereo-

typical model the male as the sole provider and the female the

primary care-giver. Other characteristics admired in a man

included: the importance of commitment, loyalty, and the role of a

male as a caring father and partner.

The respondents v/ere also asked about their definition of a

successful man. Here the answers v/ere consistently about being

financially successful and having a good job. Attaining a high

school diploma (at ninirnum) or educational training was also viewed

as sornething symbolizing success. Most of the respondents also

stated the importance of being able to be independent of the

welfare system and earning your money through hard work. Again,

the main theme of their definition of a successful man was being a

good provider and responsible in farnily matters.

I¡lhen asked where these' concepts of maleness 'had come from or

what they believed had most influenced their beliefs in this area,
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most of them stated that they r¡/ere merely doing the opposite of
what they sav/ as negative influences. Some of the respondents
shared having mare figures in their 1ives, either fathers or
brothers who had come to symbolize that which they did not want to
become: rr....so, him as a parent, what he did was - his parenting
skills I¡¡ere more based on what f can watch him do, so I know what

not to do. Not to follow in his footstepsfr. others also talked
about havi-ng gone through earlier experiences which had in a sense
rrt^¡oke them uprr regarding doing what was right and not getting into
troubre: rr...No, r didnrt want to go to any Manit.oba youth centre
or anything like that. r donrt ever want to go t.o jait, so r quit
stealing, r quit fighting, r quit a whole rot of stuffr. Apart
from one respondent most of the them shared that what they had

learned came from having ej-ther experienced or wj-tnessed that which
they did not want to become.

Participants v/ere also asked about what characteristics they
adrnired in a woman. somewhat surprisingry physical rooks or
appearance were only mentj-oned by one respondent and he later on

stated that this was by no means the most important characteristic.
Having a partner that \^/as caring was the most consistent anst/er

regarding what was important in a $roman. Responses al-so indicated
that most of the participants admired women who spoke their rnind

and had a sense of independence and a strong sense of selfr âs

witnessed in the following quote:

Mostly if they are outgoing, yoü know. speak their mind.Don't care about hurting other people's feeriìgs. r know it'skind of harsh but that's how ny giirrriend was when r met her,you know. Most of my friends thought she was a bitch but r
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v/ouId straighten them out quick 'cause she just said how she
felt things, yoü know. She didn't pretend to be so nice if
she wasn't and if she was in a bad mood she would show she was
in a bad mood...

Another talked about v/omen sharing in the provider role:
f guess even career orientated, instead of having a
patrj-archal society where they want to be barefoot and
pregnant in the kitchen. Self-thought, independence.

fn all the information that was collected on gender definition
tì/as not of the stereotypical nature that this author believed he

would receive. The responses indicated a high level of respect for
their partnersr âs weII as viewing women as being strong and

independent. The male characteristics that were adrnired by the

respondents also represented a non-traditional definition of what

it meant to be a man.
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Chapter Five

Discussion of Findings

The purpose of this research study was to achieve a greater

understanding of the teen father. By enploying an exploratory
research model the study atternpted to ans$rer the questíon: What are

some of the common characteristics that teen fathers share? In
addition to this general question the study also wanted to know:

What, if âDy, part does the teen father,s concept of maleness play

in their becoming a teen father? These two questions r¡/ere the

guiding infl-uence as the research was designed and then later put

into action. This section wil-t discuss the findings that were

obtained through the study and how they apply to these two

questions.

The initial section reviews the sample that was gathered and

how it dictated the direction of the research. In conducting

exploratory research the study often evolves as the sarnple is
created and information is collected. In short, the participants
in the study lead the research, ât times, to places that are

unexpected. Such rt/as the case with this study where the

information that evolved was not predicted, however, it provided

some valuable insight into a specific segment of the teen father
population.

The next four sections in the chapter describe and discuss

some of the research's significant findings and their irnplications

to the teen father phenomena;' ''fhe chapter.then concludes' with a

summary of the research and some recommendations for policy,
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practice and future study involving teen fathers.

Sample Representation

The sample that v¡as used in this study is not truly
representative of the teen father popuration in general. The

original intent tras to interview teen fathers who vrere both

involved and uninvolved with their child. fn fact the plan was to
obtain information from both of these segments of the population

thereby enabling me to do a comparison of the responses. As I
began to reach out to various individuals and organizations, I soon

came to learn that all of the teen fathers that hrere referred to me

were involved with their children. This was something that I had

not expected when I oríginalIy drafted the research proposal for
this study. I, had assumed, due to the stereotype that exists
about teen fathers, that most of the fathers I interviewed would

not be involved and would have an aloof attitude towards their
children and the role as father. This $/as definitely not the

case.

Through the interview process ny initial assumption that many

teen fathers v¡ere not involved with their children \¡/as, however,

confirmed. Many of the teen fathers interviewed either reported

having friends who were uninvolved or knew of specific cases where

the father felt no sense of responsibility toward his child. I
therefore knew that the sample that I was working with was only a

segrment of the target popul-ation. 'fn reviewing t¡i*e study's sample-

gathering procedure, I concluded that where f obtained the
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intervj-eh¡ees did not have a bearing on the fact that they were aII
involved. OnIy one of the respondents was a referral from an

organization that specifically worked with parenting issues. The

others ralere either from work/education programs, Child and Family

Services referrals, a downtown teen drop-in centrer oF through

personal contacts with people invol-ved in the social services

field. Given the fact that only one of the fathers $ras affíliat.ed
with a parenting program the chances of obtaining uninvolved

fathers in the sample appeared to be fairly hiqh. The diverse

backgrounds of the referral sources also increased the likelihood
of acquiring a good mix of interview candidates. The sample,

however, consisted only of involved teen fathers.
One possible reason for this sampling characteristic is that

teen fathers that are not j-nvolved in caring for their children may

not want to participate in an interview process. This hypothesis

was seemingly proven when my attempt to gain access to them failed.
I asked some of the participants if their friends (who were

uninvolved fathers) would be interested in sharing their story with

me. All of them stated that it would be futile to try to contact

these teen fathers as none of their friends would be wilting to be

interviewed. Conversely, it may be that teen fathers who are

involved witl be proud of their contributions and will also know

that their decision to remain involved will be looked upon

favourably by society. Therefore, ry chosen rnethod of data

collection affected the'type 'of sample that I obtained: Those'

planning future research studies shouLd be av/are of this dynamic
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!'/hen designing their research methodology.

Another possible explanation for the sample outcome was that
of the seven f athers that vrere interviewed f ive of them r{ere

eighteen to nineteen years of age. The decision to stay involved

therefore may have been a result of increased rnaturity and greater

understanding of their responsibilities. Although the two younger

fathers vrere still very much involved with their children the

argument could be made that the likelihood of involvement increases

with age. This is also an area that would warrant further study

and future research could focus on the correlation between age of

the father and likelihood of involvement.

Although this study's sample is not representative of the teen

fatÌrer population, in that aI1 of them are involved with their
children, the information that was gathered is stilI very useful-.

The respondents v/ere candid and sincere in their ansv/ers, thereby

providing rich insights into this segment of the teen father

population. The data that was collected is al-so useful in that it

reveals a completely different image than that of the stereotypical

uninvolved teen father.

As mentioned previously, five of the seven respondents were of

aboriginal decent. Another characteristic of the sample, although

not specifically explored, !üas that the majority of the respondents

were aboriginal. A couple of factors could be involved in this

high representation of the aboriginal culture. First1y, anecdotal

evidence'suggests that the aboriginal culture is'more accepting of

teen pregnancies then mainstream cultures, although this remains to
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be demonstrated by comparative research. ft has been suggested

that in some bands, fatherhood, is seen as a rite of passage into
adulthood. This belief, handed down from one generation to the

next may therefore be a factor in that five of the seven teen

fathers interviewed were aboriginal and invol-ved with their
children. Robinson (L988) speaks of rrthe generation recidivisrn
hypothesisrr which theorizes that teen fathers are more likely to
come from families that have a history of teen pregnancies. Due to
a greater acceptance of teen fatherhood there is an increased

likelihood of aboriginal farnilies having a history of teen

pregnancy. Robinson's theory would therefore further substantj-ate

the reason for the larger number of aboriginal teen fathers found

in this study's sample.

Secondly, historically the aboriginal culture has a large

network of social supports that are available to assist the young

father with his child. rt v/as generaJ-Iy expected that the mother

or grandmother of the teen father would assj-st or in some instances

take over the child-care duties. The teen father was seen as to
young to care for the child and needed to be taught and supported

in these responsibilities. These strong social supports ensured

that the child would be properly cared for and nurtured. This

belief in social support is still a strong component in many of

today's aboriginal families. Given this cul-tural characteristic
the aboriginal teenager may foresee less difficulty in raising his
child and as a result may be less deterred from becoming a -teen

father.
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Teen Fatherhood as a Life Changing Event

The most significant informatj-on that was acquired from the

research findings was the level of commitment that each father had

to his child and partner. Prior to beginning the study this author

assumed that the rnajority of the fathers in the sample would be

uninvolved and have a low level of commitment. I^Iith each

interview, however, this author was struck by the sense of

responsibility that the respondents had for their child and

partner. As was witnessed by some of the quotes in the previous

section the fathers were planning their lives around providing for
their family and caring for their child.

The respondents answered the interview questions with deep

sincerity and wanted to convey their love for their child and how

this experience had changed them. Each one of the respondents

shared their ov/n índividual story of change with some having made

dramatic shifts in priorities and how they viewed the world. The

birth of their child (and in one case the expected birth) had

caused them to rethink a lot of their beliefs, attitudes and

behaviours. AII of the respondents were more careful not to get

into trouble and had stopped their associations with friends from

the past that would be a negative influence. One had broken free

of his past gang involvement as well as having kicked a serious

drug addiction. The lif e he \Á¡as nor{t leading was completely

different, and he was extremely happy and comforted by the change.

Each respondent attributed .the changes they had made to their

becoming a father.
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A key time for the respondents was being present for the birth
of their child. Each one had theÍr own individual experience and

ernotions assocj-ated with it, however, it v/as a poignant life event

for aII of thern. For most of the respondents it further solÍdified
the commitnent they had made during the pregnancy. The experience

not only created an instant bond with their child it also deepened

the respect and love that they had for their partner. Some of the

respondents shared with great emotion the feelings of pride and

caring they had for their partner while she was in labour. I,iithin
each interview there hlas a deep leve1 of commítment and emotion

regarding the birth of their child that f had not expected to find.
These findings indicate that there is a segment of the teen

father population that is deepty committed to providing for and

staying involved with their child. Arr of the fathers, main goal

in life was to obtain a good job so that they could provide the

basic necessities for their chil-d. Each one of thern also presented

as deeply caring for their child and being very capable of sharing

the child-care responsibilities with their partner. AÌl of the

respondents took an active role in child-care and vrere the main

support to their partners. This role was not viewed as a negative

obligation, but as their responsibifity and in most cases,

something they genuinely enjoyed. This responsibility was

something they took very seriously and had great pride in.
These findings indicate the need for policies which reflect

this highly committed segment of the teen father population. This

study has shown that there are teen fathers that are deeply
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committed to their child and want to support and contribute to

his/her well-being. Policy makers should therefore take note of

this fact and take steps to ensure the feasibility of these fathers

remaining involved with their child and partner. Teen fathers can

contribute and some are committed to doing so. Governnent, support

organizations, and funding resources need to more aware of the

potential in teen fathers. Teen pregnancy initiatives to date have

largely focused on the female, and by broadening this focus to
ínclude the male the long term benefits of these interventions may

substantiatly increase.

Sex Education and Practices

Another interesting finding involved the sex practices

represented in the this study's sample. As discussed in the

previous section all but one of the pregnancies was unplanned. AlI

six unplanned pregnancies r¡rere the result of the respondents

choosing not to use birth control. Each one of them knew the risks

involved yet each one decided to take the risk. Some of the

reasons for this decision included the following: díd not have any

birth control with thern at the tine and did not want to spoil the

moment; using a condom ri.ras uncomfortable and took away frorn the

pleasure of having sex; respondents feeling rrit couldn't happen to

themrr; and emotions superseding sound judgement. of note was that
j-n most cases having sex without the use of birth control happened

on more than one occasion

Each of the respondents appeared to have a good grounding in
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sex education and v¡ere av/are of the proper birth control_

techniques. In short each one of them knew about havJ-ng safe sex

and the consequences of not doing so. When asked about how they

came to have sex, the rnajority stated that it had rrjust happenedr.

Most of them stated there was no prior discussion or plans made to
have sex and as well there was no discussion about birth control.
The practical application of sex education appears to be weak in
this particular group of young men. AlI of them had a good grasp

of sex education and were aware of the risks, ho\,,/ever, each one

thern decided at some point in time to ignore what they knew.

In addition to the above reasons given by the respondents for
not consistently using birth control, another factor needs to be

considered. Robinson (1988) points out that certain attitudes and

behaviours in regard to sexual activity could be accounted for by

what he cal-ls: I'the generation recidivism hypothesisrr. Robinson

explains that the tendency to bear children out of wedlock runs in
farnilies where permissive beliefs and attitudes are passed on from

one generation to the next. It r,¡ould seem that becoming a teen

parent is seen as somewhat more acceptable in these famil-ies. of
the seven respondents, six $¡ere able to name immediate farnily

members, either grandparents, parents or siblings that had been

teen parents. Of particular note was the fact that four of the

respondents had older siblings that had been teen parents. One

respondent reported that he and both of his siblings r¡Jere teen

parents: This study's findings are consistent with Robinson,s

theory: that is, the likelihood of becoming a teen parent increases
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if there are other teen parents in the teen's fainily.
When asked v¡hat their message would be to other teenagers

regarding sex, each one of the respondents stated they would tell
them to practice safe sex. All of the respondents (including the

one who planned the pregnancy) had a greater understanding of what

it means to be a teen father and the commitment it requires.

Through this realization they had come to the sincere conclusion

that if teenagers r¡/ere not ready to become parents and devote their
entire lives to bringing up a child then they should always

practice safe sex. There also appeared to be a greater

understanding of the level of commítment to your partner that was

needed before having sex. Most of the respondents stated that sex

should not just be about I'having a good timerr but rather a honest

show of affection to the other person.

Having experienced the thoughts, emotions, and just plain

reality of becoming a father, these young men had obtained a deeper

understanding of sex. Each one spoke of the changes their

decisions had brought to their lives and how they now knew the

importance of practising safe sex. Their stories could be used as

valuable tools in the sex education curriculum. Their message was

clear, rruse birth control and view sex as a serious commitment to

your partnerrt. For these young men their lives had to be

dramaticalty altered before they could fu1ly comprehend what they

had learned in their sex education classes in school. By sharing

their experiences with other teens the lessons may come more

easily.
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The Importance of Support Systems

Socia1 support systems are an extremely irnportant component in
an individuals life. Research has shown that with the help of a

strong support network people can overcome physical and emotional-

obstacles they once thought v/ere insurrnountable. The teen fathers
in this group recognized the importance of social support,

specifically when it came to finding jobs. Each one of them

mentioned that wi-thout personaÌ connections or the assistance from

the vocational program they were currently in, they would find it
very hard to get a job. All seven of the respondents stated that
it was difficult for someone their age to get a job by themselves.

Their âgê¡ lack of education and work experience v/ere seen as

deterrents for potential ernployers. However, they expressed faith
in their support networks and therefore vrere more optirnistic about

their chances.

Another important area of social support is that of positive
influence. Each respondent had also benefited from positive

influences in their lives over the years. All v¡ere able to name

someone who had helped them while growing up. Although some had

come from fairly disadvantaged situati-ons and had a number of
negative influences in their lives, each one had made use of the

positive influences that v/ere present and drawn strength from them.

For some, these positive influences had come from outside the

farnily: either through school, social service agencies, community

clubs or sports organizations. It was these organization*s and

individuals, however, that had made a difference in their l-ives and
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enabled them to see life from another perspective.

support was also evident in their current 1ives, specifically
in regard to the pregnancy. Although some of them expressed that
their parents had been initially upset when learning of the

pregnancy, all- of the parents came to accept it and most went on to
lend support to the couple. The two younger fathers r¡¡ere strongly
supported by both sets of parents which made it possible to better
care for the child. Both these respondents reported that their
partner and child v¡ere living with the mother's parent/s at the

tirne of the interview. One stated that his partner had lived with

hin and his family during the pregnancy, as the partnerrs father
was having difficulty accepting the nev/s of the pregnancy. After
some time the father came to terms with the event and at the time

of the interview the young mother and chiLd were living with hirn.

There also was a fair amount of sharing of responsibilities between

the two sets of parents with each taking a rnajor role in the care

of the child.

The older respondents also had a great deal of support from

their farnily members" In all cases either the parents or older

siblings r¡tere involved in offering some sort of assistance for the

young parents. Siblings were often reported as performing child-
care duties so the teen parents could go to work, attend school, or

run errands (i.e., grocery shopping) that would have been more

stressful with their baby. In each case there was at least one set

of the couple's parents that was involved and took an interest in

the baby's well-being. This support and genuine bond with their
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grandchild most certainly had positive spin-off effects for the

young couplets situation.
Formal supports such as school day-care facilities or infant

labs also made parenting a lot easier for the young parents. In
one case both the respondent and his partner attended the same

school. This enabled them to attend classes and spend parts of

their day with their child in the school infant. Iab. Vocational

programs and the supports offered through the formal instructional
classes also provided the teen fathers with someone to listen to
and support them in their situation. Downtown drop-in centres v/ere

also used by some of the respondents as an outlet and all-owed the

parent to feel less isolated. One respondent also commented on how

his partner's parenting group was assisting thern in working through

certaín relationship issues and as a result they v/ere better
equipped to handle conflict.

The findings in this study would therefore suggest that there

is a correlation between social supports and a teen father's
involvement with their child. The respondents in this study all

reported having strong informal social supports that largely came

from family members. Assistance in child-care, as well âs,

emotional, and financial support made the decision to care for

their child feasible. The fathers also seemed to be ar/'/are of the

benefits of social supports for, as reported, most of them

attributed their job-finding potential to the support and

assistance of others. The support from family members and formal

organizations also increased the likelihood that both of the young
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parents would attend school or maintain their ernployment.

Gender Definition
One of the specific areas that. this author wanted to study

was; what, if âny, part does the teen fatherrs concept of maleness

play in their becoming teen fathers? Role theory states that human

behaviour is largely dictated through the acting out of specific
societal role expectations (Biddre, 1979). who had set out the

male role expectations for these teen fathers? Had they been

obtained through a father figure or some other adult male fanily
mernber? Or, was there an absence of male role modelling, which the

Iiterature suggests leads to a reliance on adhering to societal
stereotypes (Teti & Lamb I L986)? Gender definition questions $/ere

asked in the hopes of finding specific patterns related to the

respondents' concept of mareness and its origin. The questions

$/ere designed in a concrete fashion to elicit anshrers involving
this fairly abstract concept.

Of interest were the themes that emerged from the questions

asked regarding gender definition. Again, contrary to the

assumptions that this author made prior to the intervíevr process

all of the respondents had a healthy and respectful concept of both

male and female roles. Some of the responses !ì/ere based on the

traditional concept of the male as the provider and the subsequent

irnportance of employment (Rosie-Battl-e, 1990). The najority of the

responses, however, reflected non-stereoÈypical attltudes and

beliefs about male and female roIes. This, âs mentioned was
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unexpecLed.

Apart from the specific questions about: i. ) the

characteristics they admired in a rroman, ii.) in a mant ot iii.)
about their definition of a successful man, other parts of the

interview also provided strong indicators of gender role views.

For example, in discussing past femal-e relationships each

respondent demonstrated respect for $romen, and littte, if any,

bravado. Sexua1 conquests were never a focus in these discussions.

of note, ho\n/ever, was that their past friendships did include this
kind of attitude, where the topic of girls and having sex were the

main conversation. There \,rere also references made to friends
treati-ng females as sex-objects and their having littte regard for
the emotional component to having sex.

All of the fathers saw themselves as being an important part
of the daily chil-d-care needs of the baby. All of them took an

actj-ve role in independently taking care of the child, which in
most cases r¡/as to free up the tirne for their partner to attend

school or parenting programs. The respondents, atthough seeing

themselves as the major providers, also adrnired women who could be

financial contributors to the household as weII. A strong sense of

self and independence were also female characteristics that !,rere

admired by the respondents. fn all, the responses indicated a non-

patriarchal attitude toward women, with rnutual respect an important

component to a successful relationship.

The responses that were'elicited indicated that these'young

men had in some s/ay obtained a healthy concept of a male role
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definition. Although most of the respondents had not experienced

strong male role models with their fathers or any of their
inrnediate family, each appeared to have received it from some other

source. These sources included: their mothers, other adult figures
in their childhood, foster parents, ot their ov¡n commitment to do

the opposite of what they had come to view as negative male

behaviours. As $/as the case with the decision to stay involved

with the baby, having a strong positive influential figure (social

support, whatever the source) had a significant impact on the

participant's life.
These respondents' gender definitions could also be attributed

to a number of other factors. The teen fatherhood experience

definitely had a major impact on all of the respondents and it may

have played a role in their beliefs and attitude toward gender role

definition. The ansv/ers that were given may therefore be more

indicative of this change made after becoming a teen father. The

age of the majority of the participants may also have a bearing on

the gender role definition responses. Às a resul-t, the responses

may be in part, indicative of these young men havJ-ng gone through

their own individual maturation process. A factor that also needs

to be considered is that the answers were somewhat ilscriptedtr so as

to impress the intervie\Ârer. The possibility of a discrepancy in

what was reported and the respondents' actual behaviour/attitude

definitely exists. One linitation of this study's data col-lection

process \¡/as that information was obtained' sole1y' from'the teen

father's perspective. No form of triangulation was employed so as
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to verify the accuracy of the responses that r,Jere given by the

fathers. The possibility of ilscripted'r ans\Àrers does however, not

detract from the fact that the young men were able to express these

positive concepts. What it does indicate is that they are aware of
these concepts and would like to inplement them, if indeed they are

not already doing so. Furthermore, it r¡ras my assessment that the

respondents answered the intervíew questions wíth deep sincerity,
with each one wanting to accurately convey their story. This

suggests that the answers l¡/ere not rrscriptedtt and lends credence to
the fact that these responses represent their true beliefs.

Summary

This research study has highlighted a specì-fic segrrnent of the

teen father population, thereby providing new insights and creating
a greater understanding of the teen father. For many years this
popuJ-ation has been a largely ignored and subsequently forgotten
piece of the teen pregnancy phenornena. Some recommendations follow
in an attempt to ensure this topic is no longer avoided, as well as

to generate ideas on how to better serve teen fathers.

The most glaring omission in our understanding of teen fathers
j-s that of comprehensive quantitative stati-stics. As mentioned

prevj-ously, the do not exist. It is therefore impossible to

ascertain the number of teen fathers that do exist, their agies, or

any other identifying information. Conversely, there is a vast

body of literature and research data that d'oes exist regarding the

teen mother. As mentioned in the literature review, potential teen
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father statistical resources such as Statistics Canada, Manitoba

Health, and Manitoba Vital Statistics currentJ-y do not have any

methods of accurately recording teen father numbers. In order to
effectively and comprehensively address the issue of teen

fatherhood these institutions need to recognize this segirnent of the

Canadian population in the data gathering programs.

This descriptive research study featured a smalI segment of

the teen father population. Although, not great in numbers, the

seven respondents that were interviewed in the study provided some

rich and useful insights about teen fatherhood. AI1 of the seven

respondents were involved and deeply committed to caring for their
child and supporting their partner. Contrary to how society has

stereotyped teen fathers as uninvolved and uncaring, these seven

fathers felt a great sense of responsibility to their child and had

made definite life changes in hopes of becoming a good father.
Policy-rnakers need to recogtnize that like these seven fathers,

other involved teen fathers do exist and are in need of some

assi-stance. All of the fathers interviewed were sincerely focused

on obtaining a job so as to provide for their family. Each one of

them reported that it was difficult for someone their age to get a

decent paying job, however, they all stated some optimism due to

various supports in their l-ives (i.e., vocational programs,

relatives, etc.). All of the fathers v¡ere also active in the daiJ-y

child-care responsibilities of their son or daughter. It r¡¡as

because of this involvement that some of their partners's/ere able

to attend school, parenting classes or vocational programs. For
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these seven respondents social support vras prevalent in key areas

of their lives and may be the reason for their leve1 of commitment

and involvement. Most of the respondents benefited from farnily
members who provided support financiarfy, emotionalry or by

assisting with child-care needs. As prevÍously noted, community

programs vrere also important in assisting teen fathers in
maintaining their high level of involvement. By identifying teen

fathers and offering them access to various social programs that
would herp them find a job, rearn effective parenting skirls, âs

well as provide them with emotional support, more teen fathers may

choose to stay ínvolved. The prospect of being a father is a

daunting reality for any man, and even more so for a teenager,

however, with the proper supports and guidance in prace maybe more

young fathers will take up the challenge.

of the seven teen fathers that were interviewed only one them

reported that the pregnancy had been planned. The others were all
a result of not using effective birth control techniques. Of note

$¡as the lack of planning and discussion that took place prior to
the initial sexual encounter. The rnajority of the respondents

stated they had not discussed having sex with their partner, nor

had they talked about birth control methods. As welr, a1-1 of the

respondents chose for one reason or another to have unprotected sex

at some point in their rel-ationship, even though they were furry
ar¡/are of the risk of pregnancy. IVhen the teen fathers vrere asked

what their message woul-d be'to'other sexually active teens, arr of
them stated rrto practice safe sexrr. They then went on to talk
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about the responsibilities involved in being a father and the

difficult sacrifices that had to be made as a result. For these

teen fathers the sex education that they received in school or at
home did not deter them from having unprotected sex. It was only

after having become a teen father that the 1esson v¡as learned.

One of this study's research questions v/as to explore what

part the teen father's concept of maleness played in their becoming

teen fathers. It was theorized that a l-ack of strong positive male

role models for teen males led to a greater reliance on traditional
male stereotypes as r¡/ay of def ining maleness. I^Iithin this
traditional definition males may vj-ew the number of sexual

conquests as a strong rnasculine indicator. This male role
definition would subsequently increase the sexual- activity of
teenage males thereby leading to a higher risk of pregnancy. This

study was unable to provide evidence supporting this theory as the

findings r¡/ere mixed. Some of the fathers had negative male role
models in their lives, yet they had chosen to use this experience

as an incentive to practice non-traditional male values. Others

had positive role models and had fashioned their beliefs according

to these examples. The experience of becoming a father also

appeared to have played a part in their current definition of

maleness. Some respondents who had previously held more

stereotypical views spoke of having changed and coming to realize
the error in their prior beliefs of maleness. Further study is

therefore needed involving teen father.s who have experienced and

continue to subscribe to, traditional- mal-e rol-e definitions.
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Irnplications

The findings in this study indicated that there is a segment

of the teen father population that is committed and significantly
involved with their child and partner. Teen fathers have been

stereotyped as uncaring and unwilling to get involved, and current
policy and practice reflects thÍs attitude. For example, policy
measures that exsist usually take a punitive approach in attempting

to force the teen father to become involved. The lack of teen

father research and literiture is also indicative of the belief
that the teen father is uninvolved and uncaring. Teen pregnancy is
not only a one-dimensional phenomena, Iike the teen mother, the

teen father issues need to be addressed. The respondents in this
study had accepted the responsibility of being a father. They were

actively invorved in child-care, either empJ-oyed or receiving
training to obtain a job, and deepry cornmitted to supporting their
fanily. As noted earlier, each father had also made significant
positive changes in their lives in order to meet challenges of

fatherhood.

Po1icy and practice need to stress supports and opportunities
rather than intervene with a punitive approach to young fathers.
The fathers in this study wanted to be involved and each one had

benefited from the formal or informal supports in their l-ives.

Practitioners need to focus on connecting teen fathers with both

informal cornmunity supports (i.e., farnily, neighbours, friends) as

weII as formal support networks., Policy makers need to implement

programs that provj-de pre-natal programs that are more
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comprehensive and adapted to the issues facing teenage parents. A

child-care course for teen fathers would provide an educational

intervention as well as the opportunity for fathers to share about

their experiences in caring for their child. One of the fathers in
the study commented on how hÍs relationship with his partner had

benefited from the parenting program she was attending. Like this
couple, other teen parents may be better able to resolve conflict
and learn about relationship dynamics through sirnilar groups. Teen

fathers would also benefit from getting together with other young

fathers and talking about the concerns, problems or successes that
they have/are experiencing. Many of the respondents in the study

had lost contact with their friends due to the changes they had

made since becoming fathers. A support group for teen fathers
wourd be helpfur in connecting with other young men who had gone

through similar changes and in need of someone with whom to relate.
Policy makers need to be aware of the many social benefits

that resurt from setting up programs to encourage and support the

involvement of teen fathers. Each one of the teen fathers in the

study was committed to obtaining a job and believed it was their
responsibility to work and to not be dependent on the welfare

system. The fathers ü/ere al-so activeJ-y involved in child-care so

that their partner could attend school or parenting/vocational

programs. This vaLue of not wanting to be dependent on the welfare

system and supporting their partners so that they would be more

employabLe would undoubtedly decrease the number of young par:ents

in need of social assistance. The shared child-care
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responsibilities would also create less dependence on day-care

facJ-Iities, producing less demand for subsidized day-care. There

wourd arso be long-term benefits for the chitd in having the
opportunity to rearn from and grow up with an involved father.

This study v/as able to obtain of useful information on the
respondents, definition of maleness, however, more study

on this subject is required. Future research could focus on the

multiple influences on male role development. Each one of the
respondents in this study had adopted a non-traditional definition
of maleness, however, there vrere a variety of factors that appeared

to affect their adoption of this belief. This study was originally
interested in looking at how mare rore models, specifically
fathers, in the lives of adolescent boys shaped and defined their
concept of maleness. What was found T¡Jas a number of different
infl-uences were invorved, incruding: fathers, mothers, brothers,
friends, the maturation process, adult male companions, and rife
experiences all affected the young ments definition of maleness.

Subsequent research could study what influences in the adolescentrs

environment have the greatest impact and the imptications this has

on male role development.

The teen fathers in the study all expressed non-tradítional
views of mal-eness at the time of the intervi-ew. Given that all the

respondents interviewed were invol-ved with their chil-dren, it
raises the question: Does having non-traditional views of what it
means to be male increa'se the liketihood of involvement? ,'Future

research, could endeavour to answer this question by comparing
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uninvolved fathers and involved fathers. This research could

examine whether or not the definition of maleness affects teen

father involvement with their children and if sor how?

Another comparison study (involved vs. uninvolved teen

fathers) could look at the correlation between social supports and

the likelihood of teen father involvement. The respondents in the

study all had some form of social supports in their lives and it
could be argued that this made the decision to stay involved more

feasible. Future research could compare invol-ved and uninvolved

teen fathers looking at the possible correlation with social
supports. This studyrs findings suggested that there was a

correlation between social supports and teen father involvement,

however, a comparison study of the two groups could produce more

evidence of whether this is indeed the case.

Each one of the respondents had the same message to give to
other teenagers who !,/ere having sex: rrpractice safe sexil. Most of
teen fathers also talked about how it was I-mportant to love and be

committed to your partner before having sex. Atthough each one of
the fathers loved and v/as committed to their child and partner,
some talked about the loss of freedom and how the pregnancy had

changed their future aspirations. The message for other teens to
practice safe sex and to be aware of the risk of pregnancy would be

cl-ear and effective. This study would therefore suggest that sex

education courses include teen fathers sharing their stories and

their message of safe sex. Their experiences could serve as

valuable resources in the prevention of unplanned teen preqnancies.
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Finally, in order to generate further research and create an

increased awareness of the teen father phenomena methods need to be

developed which will more accuraÈely tabulate the number of teen

fathers that exist. Future studies could explore ways of how this

can be achieved and/or work alongside one of the various

statistical organizations to begin gathering this information. For

it is as vre are able to see the number of teen fathers that require

assistance that hre may begin to look at the need for more

comprehensive interventions in addressing the issue of teen

pregnancy.
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Sample of Tnterview Guide

rtm doing a study on teen fathers. The reason rrm doing the
study is because the teen father has largely been ignored orforgotten in our efforts to understand teen parenthood. I would
like to gather information from teen fathers in order to build a
better understanding of who they are, some of their teenage
experiences and what things/people have influenced their lives. Ín
short r want to ask you questions that only you can anshreri as a
teen father you are the expert. Some of the questions will be very
generar while others will be more specific. Hopefurry, you will
feel free to ansv/er thern as well as let me know that you wish to
move on to another question. The information that I gather from
the questions r ask, will be written up as a report. The report
will outline the answers that I obtained, observe sinilarities iron
the answers and provide information about the teen father. your
ansb/ers will be kept completely confidential and the results will
be presented in a manner which prevents any individual from being
identified. Once I have collected and analyzed the data I would
welcome the opportunity to share the resurts with you and get your
opinion on my findings.
Do you have any questions?

I. Basic Information

How old are you?

Have you been attending this school for a long tirne? rf so how
long?/ What grade or specific program are you presently in?

Do you enjoy school? What parts do you enjoy? What parts do you
dislike?

Are you involved in any special activities in school like sports
teams, drama, etc?

what are your goals for the future in regards to school? Do you
have a specifj-c goar for employment, what would you rike to do?
How do you feel about the chances of someone your age being abÌe to
get a job? Do you think it is getting harder to find jobs?

Are you presently working at a part-tine job?

What are some of you hobbies/interests?
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f I. Farnily

TeIl me about the people whon you consider to be your fanily"/ Do
you live nith them?

SUPPLEMENTARY QUESTTONS:

**Phrasinq of supplementary questions largely dependent on
participant's response to the main question (i.e., substitute
named primary care-giver/s for mother and father).

Are your mother and father both in the home?

Does your mother have a job? If so what is it? Has she been
doing this for a long time?

Does your father have a job? (Same as above)

Do you have any bothers and sisters? How many? How old are
they? Are they presently in school, working, unemployed?

III. Childhood Influences

When you lrere growing up which adult did you spend the most tine
with in your fanily?/ llhat sorts of things dlid you do ¡rith that
person?/ what did you learn from this person?

SUPPLEMENTARY QUESTIONS :

What things did you and your father do together? / Vühat
sorts of things would you talk about? / Describe your
father to me.

[rrhat things did you and your rnother do together? / Vühat sort
of things would you talk about?

What do you feel you learned from you mother/father?

Did you have anyone you looked up to when you v/ere growi-ng
up? ( iamous or someone you knew) / Who s/ere they? / lfhat was it
that you liked about them or admired? / Has who you look up to
changed overtime? If so, what was it that made you change your
mind?

IV. Gender Role Definition

What are the characteristics you admire most in a wonan?/ What are
some that you feel are negative?

What are the characteristics you admire nost in a man?/ Ilhat are
some you feel are negative?
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SUPPLEMENTARY QUESTIONS :

Describe to me a successful man./ !'Iould your friends agree?/
Does this describe anyone you know?

Who do you feel influenced you most regarding what it means to
be a man? (i. e., father/mother/brother/sister/other?) / Vthat
makes you say that?

V. Friend fnfluences

Do you have one friend or a certain group of friends you hang
around nith?

SUPPLEMENTARY QUESTÏONS :

How did you become friends?

Vühat are characteristics you admire in a friend?

tühat sort of things do you do with your friends?/ What are
some of your favourite activities?
What sorts of things do you talk about when you get together?

- do you talk about girls? !,fhat sorts of things do you
discuss concerning girls?

Subheading: Attitudes towards sex

Do you think boys talk about sex more than girls? less?
I¡Ihat makes you say that?

I{ho do you think is more preoccupied about having sex,
boys or girls? What makes you say that?

Do you think boys usually initiate sexual contact or do
girls? What makes you say that.?/

Do you think boys your age sometimes feel pressured to
have sex? Have you felt pressured?

Vf. Dating and Sex

At what age did you start going out with girls?

What did you do on your dates? / Were you usually aLone or
with a group of people?

Have you gone out with a Iot of girls?

Did the topic of sex come up in your conversations? / !,Iho
initiated it? / Did the issue of birth controÌ ever enter into
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the conversation?

What are you views on bírth control? (i.e., important?, what
methods, who should take responsibility for it, etc.)?/ How
was the matter of birth control dealt with?

Hocr did you and the mother of your chiLd decide to have sex? YÍas
it planned/ acting on the momenÈ? lab a party? | by yourselves?

How long had you known her?

Did it occur to you that she could become pregnant?/ If so
what caused you to still have sex?

Did she become pregnant soon thereafter? / If not, I'rhen did she
become pregnant?/ Did you continue having unprotected sex
throughout?

$Ihat are you thoughts on pre-marital sex? / I{ould you say that
how you think about it has changed over tine?

VIf. Teen Fatherhood

Please tell me about your experience of being a teen father"
Can you think back to wben you first knew that you lrere going to be
a teen father?/ Cou1d you tell ne what your thoughts were?

!f,hen did you become a teen father?

were you involved with the decision for the mother to keep the
baby? Can you say more about that?

SUPPLEMENTARY QUESTIONS :

What r¡/as your family's reaction to your becoming a teen
father?/ Has anyone else in your family been a teen parent?

What v/as you friendst reactions to your becoming a teen
father?

-Did it change your relationship with them?
-Do you have friends that are teen parents?
-Were they teen parents before you?

What l^/as your experience during the pregnancy?/ Vühere you
involved in the planning for the baby's birth?/ Did you feel
included?/ Were you invited in the planning?

Are you still involved with the baby and/or the mother? How?
-V'Ihat is your role?
-Do you feel it, is important for you to be involved?

How has being a teen father changed you? | Has it effected some
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of the decisions you have made over the past few years?/ If
so, how?

*'IREFER BACK TO THE BASIC ïNFORMATfON QUESTIONS/ HOW
WOULD YOU HAVE ANSI^IERED BEFORE BECOMTNG A TEEN FATHER?

frlhat would be your message to other teens about being a teen
father?

Do you think there are any things or circumstances that caused
you to become a teen father?

What is the most important thing you have learned about
yourself since becoming a teen father?
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Statement of fnformed Consent

This research is being conducted as part of the requirernents for a
Master of Socia1 Work program at the University of Manitoba. The
purpose of the research is to develop a greater understanding of
teen fatherhood. The participant,s accounts will provide the
framework to examining the various themes and issues relatJ-ng to
teen fatherhood, so as to provide a more comprete picture of the
teen father.
The account of each participant will be tape recorded in an
individual interview with the researcher, lasting approxirnately i-
to l- L/2 hours.

I understand that I may refuse permission for the tape-recording of
the interview. I understand that the text of the tape-recording
will be transcribed to print analysis, after which the tape wifl bá
destroyed.

I understand that my participation in this research is voluntary.
f may refuse to answer any or all questions without penalty. f rnay
withdraw from the research at any tirne without penarty. rf Í
choose to withdraw from the study, r also have the option to
withdraw the information that I have provided. I understand that
ny participation or non-participation in the study has no effect on
any program services that I am currently receiving.
f understand that I will be given an opportunity to ask questions
at any tirne during the study and after my participation is
complete. f also understand that f will be given an opportunity toparticipate in a group session to díscuss the findings. r
understand that if I decide to participate in the group discussion,
my identity nay be revealed to others in the group. rf r decide
not to participate in the group meeting I can receive a written
summary of the research once the study has been completed. I rnay
contact the researcher by calling him at
I understand that any information I provide in the course of this
interview will be kept in strict confidence, and that in no s¡ay
will rny identity be revealed during any stage of the data analysiá
or in publication of the research findings.
Having read and understood the nature of this research and my
participation in it, my signature below signifies my willingness toparticipate.

Participant's signature Date
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Having read and understood the nature of this research and the
participantts participation in it, my signature below, as the legaI
guardian of the above participant signifies my consent in allowing
him to participate in the study.

Guardian of Participant's signature Date

Researcherts signature Date
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Letter of Research Exr¡lanation

Dear Participant:
Hello, my name is Elden Siemens. I am sending you this letter

so as to provide some explanation regarding the research study that
I am planning, which will require the participation of some teenage

fathers.

I am currently working toward my Master of Socia1 l{ork degree

at the University of Manitoba. As part of my studies I am doing

research on teen fathers. The reason I have chosen this topic is
because the teen father has largely been ignored or forgotten j-n

our efforts to understand teen parenthood. f would therefore like
to gather information from teen fathers in order to obtain a better
understanding of who they are, some of their teenage experiences

and what things/people influenced their l-ives. In short I want to

ask you questions that only you can answer; as a teen father you

are the expert.

Some of the questions will be very general while others will
be more specific. Hopefully, you will feel free to answer them as

well as let me know that you wish to move on to another question.

The inforrnation that I gather from the questions I ask, will be

written up as a report. The report will outline the answers that

I obtained, observe simil-arities from the ansv/ers and provide

information about the teen father. Your ansvrers will be kept

completely confidential and the results will be presented'in a

manner which prevents any individual from being identified. Once
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f have collected and studied the data I would welcome the
opportunity to share the results r¡¡ith all participants and get your

opinion on my findings. It is hoped that through this exercise a

greater understanding of teen fathers will be created for others.
After having read this l-etter please share it with your

parent/s or legal guardian/s so that they may have a better
understanding of the research that r am doing. For if you should

choose to participate in the study their consent will be needed.

Sincerely,

El-den Siemens


